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PREFACE

This report describes one contribution by Ronald M. Errico of the Large Scale Dy-

namics Section of NCAR's Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction Division to the devel-

opment of NCAR's Community Climate Model (CCM). This contribution is the develop-

ment of software to determine the eigensolutions of a linearized version of the CCM. These

eigensolutions may be used for diagnostic analysis, nonlinear normal-mode initialization

for numerical weather prediction experiments, or other purposes. Although the software

has been designed for the CCM and its initialization, it should be easily modified for use

with other models.

Ronald M. Errico
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1. Introduction

This technical note describes software for computing the normal modes of a linearized

general circulation model. It is especially intended to create a file of normal modes for use

with the nonlinear normal-mode initialization software described by Errico (1983) for the

NCAR Community Climate Model (CCM), versions OB and 1. These CCM versions are

descibed in Williamson (1983) and Williamson (1986), respectively. The software should

be easily adapted for use with other models or for other purposes.

The software for computing the modes is designed to be computationally inexpensive

and to allow determination of rather high resolution modes. For the latter reason, the

software stores intermediate results on a temporary dataset rather than in memory. For

high resolution modes, the most significant cost may be due to data transfer (I/O) charges.

This software is less expensive to execute, more versatile, and easier to use than

that described by Vickroy (1984). Therefore, this software replaces that of Vickroy. The

files produced by this software have the same structure as those produced by Vickroy's

software. Therefore, the new files may be used by the initialization software described

in Errico (1983), without any modification to either software. For these reasons, the

references to Vickroy in Errico (1983) may be replaced by references to this report. Also,

it is intended that Errico (1983) be replaced in the near future by an Errico and Eaton

(1987).

The computation of the normal modes is mathematically described in Part 1 of this

report. In Part 2, the software is described. A users' guide is presented in Part 3. If a user

is interested in simply creating a file of normal modes for use in Errico's (1983) software for

initialization of the CCM, Part 3 can be read alone for instructions on how to create such

a file. The vertical structures of all modes and the horizontal structures of some modes,

produced for a standard version of the CCM1, are presented in Part 4. Several lists which

may be used as indices appear in the appendices.
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Part 1. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

In Sections 2-8, the determination of normal modes is described mathematically.

The presentation is concise. Its intent is to provide the reader with sufficient details to

describe the normal mode problem in the form applied in the software of Part 3. Only a

linearization about the simplest basic state is discussed.

The linearized model equations are introduced in Section 2. The eigenvalue problems,

from which the vertical and horizontal structures are determined, are presented in Sections

3 and 4, respectively. Some characteristics of the horizontal structures are described in

Sections 5-7. A linearized relation between the pseudo-geopotential and surface pressure

is discused in Section 8. The notation used is a common one, and is described completely

in Appendix 1.

2. Model Equations

The CFM is a global spectral model. Its vertical coordinate is a = p/p8 , where p

is the pressure at some height and subscript s denotes the surface. The complete model

equations for the CFM are described in Williamson (1983).

Here only the adiabatic equations linearized about a particular basic state need be

considered. That basic state is one of rest (i.e, zero velocity) with a uniform pd = p

and a uniform temperature T on a-surfaces, denoted T(a). The mode structures are

independent of p but depend significantly on T. In particular, an atmosphere described by

T(o) = T(a) should be statically stable. Some typical choices for T(a) are: a-independent

values, standard atmospheric values, or global mean values of T computed from some

particular dataset.

2.1 Vertically continuous form

The linearized prognostic equations are:

Sec. 2.1 2



av 2 _

at
aV2x

at
aT'
at

Iln(p,/p)
at

-2Q n[,V 2 + a-2 [ + (1- 2)]] (2.1)

V2 [ b - a-2[ - ( 2)]] - V 2 [q + RT ln(p,/p)], (2.2)

AT co
-aUg + T - , (2.3)au p

- edao, (2.4)

where

~t is the stream function,

X is the velocity potential,

T' is the perturbation temperature T(A,,,a) - T(a),

-4,! is the perturbation hydrostatic geopotential,

w is dp/dt,

a is da/dt,

6 is the wind divergence equal to V 2X,

t is time,

,t is the sine of the latitude,

A is the longitude,

(1 is the frequency of the earth's rotation,

a is the earth's radius,

R is the gas constant,

ic is the ratio of R to the specific heat of air at constant p,
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and V 2 is the Laplacian (operator) on the sphere,

0 2 a a
V 2 = a-2{(1-2)- 1 + 1(1-. (2.5)

The diagnostic equations which close the system are:

='- <- _fAa RT'd (2.6)

e=-J da, (2.7)

a = j 6da - 6doda. (2.8)
/o /o

The time-tendency of the velocity field depends on the thermodynamic fields in the

form of a psuedo-geopotential

s= q' + RTln(p8 /p). (2.9)

The only prognostic variable upon which 9p/9t (in the linear system) depends is 6:

t =-r(6), (2.10)

where r( ) here is an integral-differential operator of a. The form of r is discussed in

the context of Section 2.2. Since (2.1), (2.2), and (2.10) form a closed set, development of

the normal-mode problem will be focused on them alone. However some other relation is

necessary to distinguish between contributions to p by either T or pa (see Section 8 for

details).

2.2 Vertically discrete form

The CFM and most models have discrete, rather than continuous vertical structures.

In the CFM, tb, X, and (p are defined on a finite set of a-surfaces. This set is defined by

Sec. 2.2 4



values a 1,a 2 ,... ,r L, where L is the number of levels. At this point in the equation devel-
opment, it is easier to describe the vertical problem in terms of such a discrete structure.
For this purpose, all a-dependent variables are considered as vectors; e.g.,

-(' ^A)= {P(l, A, al), p(p, ,a 2 ),..., P( A, ,UL)} T , (2.11)

where superscript T denotes a transpose and the underbar denotes a vector with respect
to a surfaces.

The discrete analog of (2.9) is

-=_ + RBT' + RTln(p./p), (2.12)

where B is a matrix which describes the hydrostatic relation as a transform from T' to 4',
and q is a vector of L components all equal to q 8 . The discrete analog of the operator r
is easily found by considering the analogs of (2.3) and (2.4), which respectively are

aT'
-=-A6, (2.13)

ln(p/p=) _sT= (2.14)
at

where A is a matrix (denoted by r in (3-107) in Williamson, 1983) and s is a vector whose
elements are

ti i= 4 o i- 2 (2.15)

for i = 1,..., L. The use of half integral indices in the CFM is described in Williamson
(1983). The elements s5 correspond to Aa» in his notation and the ordering ai > Uk for
i > k is assumed. Combining (2.13) and (2.14) in the form (2.12) yields

ap
at =-T^ (2.16)

where

T R[BA + TsT ] (2.17)

is a matrix.
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2.3 Energy considerations

The total kinetic plus available potential energy per unit mass is conserved by the
linear system. In the continuous system, this quantity is E defined as

E= 8 j | | | XNp2 72jj X]dddo. (2.18)

This is equivalent to

E= 8" j 7 [Tr-'P + u 2 + v2 ] d dA do, (2.19)

where u and v are the eastward and northward velocity components, repectively. In the
vertically discrete system, (2.18) corresponds to

E , j TsTJ- ~- Tsv2J xTsv 2x] dA, (2.20)

where S is a diagonal matrix with elements si.

Sec. 2.3 6



3. Vertical Problem

The only vertical coupling in the prognostic equations for P, X, and p is in that for

p. Its time tendency depends on vertical integrals of the divergence field. For this reason,

the normal-mode solutions to the linearized equations are separable in terms of vertical

and horizontal structures. In this section, the vertical structures will be determined.

The vertical structures are determined from the eigenvalue problem

TZ = gZH, (3.1)

where g is the acceleration of gravity, H is a diagonal matrix whose elements are eigenvalues

He, and Z is a matrix whose columns are the corresponding eigenvectors ze. The eigenvalues

are usually called equivalent depths and the eigenvectors are called vertical modes. It is

appropriate to normalize the vertical modes such that

L

1 = E Size (3.2)

i=1

for each mode t = 1,...,L where zie is the component at the ith or-level for the £th

vertical mode. The analog of (3.2) in the vertically continuous system is an integral in

sigma. In other words, (3.2) represents a vertically-integrated, mass-weighted variance.

The vertical modes are not necessarily orthogonal; i.e.,

L

0= sizi,ikZi,t for k # f (3.3)
i=1

is not true in general. For statically-stable lapse rates (as determined by T(a)), the He

are positive valued.

A vector of a-surface values, such as p is transformed into a vector of vertical mode

coefficients (i.e., amplitudes) using

= Z- 1p, (3.4)

where the A indicates the tranformed result (also a vector). Conversely, the o-surface

values are determined from the vertical-mode coefficients by

= - Z^. (3.5)
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Applying (3.5) to (2.16) and using (3.1) yields

- -_gH. (3.6)at

The appearance of (2.1) and (2.2) is unchanged when the transform (3.5) is applied to the

discrete equivalent of those equations, except that b and 2 replaces ' and X respectively,

and p' replaces q' + RTln(p,/p).

Sec. 3. 8



4. Horizontal problem

The prognostic equations for the coefficients for any single vertical mode of the three

vertically discrete fields V, X, and p decouple from those for coefficients for any other

vertical mode. In other words, the set of prognostic equations for e, j, and pe for

each distinct vertical mode (denoted by index t) are independent. Each set is a system of

linearized shallow water equations for the sphere with an equivalent depth He.

4.1 Equations in spherical coordinates

For each value of £, the equations written in A, A, t coordinates are:

a-^ V^ .- ll~ tl-^l],L (4.1a)at = -2fl[/U2X + a- [ + (1 - )- ]]a)

t = 2[t-V2 -a2[ [a -(1- ) ]]-V22 (4.1)

t = -gHtV 2
A (4.1c)

The subscript £ on X, X, and p is implied.

Each system (4.1) conserves an energy per unit mass Et defined as

E - -[Jo -[gH - X Xd] A. (4.2)

The integrand in (4.2) resembles that in (2.20), except in particular, T is replaced by gHt.

If the vertical modes are orthogonal, then the mass-weighted, vertically-summed energy

(2.20) is
L

E = Ee. (4.3)
e= 1

However, (4.3) is not true in general.
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4.2 Equations in terms of scaled spherical harmonics

The dimensional, partial differential equations (4.1) may be transformed into an

infinite system of dimensionless, ordinary differential equations by the transformation

'F(A,8)1 °' °° ' enA '

I X(A^H)| = E E |nie^Bn Pi (o)exp(imA) (4.4)
.L(A,d) Jm=-oon==lm fnCnmXLAn- =

where i = V--, Pn is an associated Legendre polynomial of the first kind with order m

and degree n - m, and

= [a2gHt/(n(n + 1))]/2, if n ¢ 0;
1I0, if n =0, (4.5)

fn- gH.

The condition on en, removes the singularity when n = 0. It is consistent with vanishing

horizontal-mean values of both 4' and X (i.e., A ° = Bo 0).

The factor gHe is the square of the speed of a pure (i.e. no coriolis force) gravity wave

for shallow water depth He. The dependence of en on n is chosen to make the prognostic

equations symmetric, as discussed following (4.11). Since the 4, X, and p fields are real,

the relations

A-m (Am),

B m =-(B )*, (4.6)

Cn- (C,, )

are satisfied, where an asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. Therefore, in the remainder

of this report, only non-negative values of m will be considered, unless otherwise noted.

The form of Ee equivalent to (4.2) is

E e = gH [AmAm* + Bnm*B + cm*]. (4.7)
m=-oo n=jmj

The factor gHe before the integral sign renders the expression dimensional in terms of

energy per unit mass.

Sec. 4.2 10



Equation (4.7) has made use of the ortho-normality conditions

-i~mi-M2 dA { if Ml M2; (4.8)27r 0 if ml ¢ M 2 ,

and

1 | Pm(A))P (A)dAl = { if n n; (4.9)

If t is nondimensionalized by (2f)-1, the prognostic equations for the time-dependent Am,
BW, C n may be written as

d
-- n=-i[a n n + bn n b + (4.10a)
dr

Bn -- i[aCnBn ,+ bA (4.10Cb)
dt

where

a = bo= = 0, (4.11a)

and

a m = -m/[n(n + 1)], (4.11b)

bm [n n2 - -Inm ] (4.11c)
n 2 4n 2 -1

n = -[gHen(n + 1)]1/ 2/(2Qa), (4.11d)

for n > 0. Equations 4.10 are written symmetrically, in the sense that, for example,
in the prognostic equation for A m , the coefficient multiplying Bn"l is the same as that
multiplying A m in the prognostic equation for B m

Equations 4.10 separate into independent sets of equations for distinct zonal wavenum-
bers m. Therefore, in the remainder of this report, m will be considered a parameter as is
Ht. The use of m as a superscript will be dropped unless necessary.

In practice, the numerical model must be truncated such that m = -M,..., ,..., M,

and n = |m|,... , N(Iml). Hereafter, only such truncated equations will be considered. The
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truncation size will be denoted as NT = N(m) - m| +1. In general, NT will be a function

of m since N generally is. In particular, for rhomboidal truncation at wavenumber M,

NT = M + 1. For triangular truncation at wavenumber M, NT = M - Im| + 1.

4.3 Equations in matrix form

For each m, (4.10) separates into two independent systems. One only includes A

associated with odd values of n - m and B and C associated with even values. For these

values, corresponding fields of A, X, and u are symmetric with respect to the equator, but

t and v are antisymmetric. This system describes what is denoted as the symmetric case

and its solutions are called symmetric modes. For the second set, the conditions on A, B,

and C are reversed as are the corresponding symmetry conditions. This second system is

called the antisymmetric case and its solutions are called antisymmetric modes.

Note that the symmetry distinction discussed here regards a symmetry of fields with

respect to the equator. For both the symmetric and antisymmetric cases, the problems

themselves are symmetric; i.e., the matrices describing either problem are symmetric ma-

trices.

For the symmetric case, (4.10) may formally be written in matrix form as

9 =-tMsxs, (4.12)
at

where the subscript S denotes the symmetric case, Xs is the vector

xs = (Bo,Co,Al,B2,C2,AA3,... ,BNT~2,CNT,-2,AN-1) T , (4.13)

Sec. 4.3 12



and Ms is the matrix

/a Co o b1 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0
co 0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0
b 0 a b2 0 0 ... 0 0 0
0 0 b2 a2 c2 b3 ... 0 0 0
0 0 0 c2 0 0 ... 0 0 0
Ms 0 0 b3 0 a 3 ... 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 ... aNT-2 CNT-2 bNT-1
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... CNT-2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... b_ , O a_.

(4.14)

The single superscripts on A, B, C, a, b, and c denote values of n - m and the superscript

m is implied. The last element of xs has been described for the case when NT is even;

otherwise if NT is odd the last element is CNT -I. Similarly, Ms has been described for the

case when NT is even, otherwise the last row and column will have forms like the next-

to-last row and column presented (i.e., if NT is odd, the last row and column presented

must relate to the CNT -1 component).

For the antisymmetric case, (4.10) may formally be written in matrix form as

XAt = t -MAXA, (4.15)

where the subscript A denotes the antisymmetric case, XA is the vector

XA = (Ao, B, C, A2, B 3 , C 3 , ... ANT-2, BNT1l, CNr-l)T (4.16)

and MA is the matrix

/.. li n o r L\ A\ A A A

MA =

bl al cl b2 0 0 ... 0 0 0
0 Cl 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0
0 b2 0 a2 b3 0 ... 0 0 0
0 0 0 b3 a3 C3 ... 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 C3 0 ... 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 ... aNTr-2 bNT-1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ... bNT-1 aNT-1 CNT-
n n r n n n t _

(4.17)

\ V V, V V v v · a ... V U'NTV-1I u

Sec. 4.3
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The single subscripts on A, B, C, a, b, and c denote values of n - m and the subscript

m is implied. The last element of XA has been described for the case when NT is even;

otherwise if NT is odd the last element is ANT -I. Similarly, MA has been described for the

case when NT is even, otherwise the last row and column will have forms like in (4.14) (i.e.,

if NT is odd, the last row and column presented must relate to the ANT -1 component).

In matrix form, Ee is

Ee = gHe[(xsx) + (XA .x), (4.18)
m

where the operation (m) is the usual inner product. The general form of this inner product

is equivalent to the operation

NT(m)+|m|-1

(xj .Xk)= E [(Am)j(Aam)k + (BW)y(Bm)k + (Cm)j(Cm)k]. (4.19)
n=lml

The operation (.) is described as equivalent to (4.19) because Xj and Xk do not in general

include all the components summed in (4.19). For example, neither xs or XA include all

those components. However, if those components missing in each are considered as zero in

the construction of an augmented vector, then (4.19) is exactly the correct representation

of the inner product.

Sec. 4.3 14



5. Characteristics of solutions

The normal-mode (i.e., independent) solutions to (4.10) are of the form

x = ve (5.1)

where a is an eigenvalue of M, v is the corresponding eigenvector, and c is the amplitude

or coefficient for the particular mode designated by subscript j. For the linearized system,

a denotes the frequency of the mode, and v its structure. The subscripts S or A on x, v,

M, c, and a are implied.

All the a are real valued since the matrices M are real and symmetric. For the same

reason, the v are also real valued. For m $ 0, NT(m) modes are positive valued, and

2NT(m) are negative valued. The case for m = 0 is discussed in Section 6.

The positive valued frequencies correspond to modes which in the linearized model are

eastward-propagating gravity waves. This set includes Kelvin modes. The larger absolute-

valued negative-valued frequencies correspond to modes which in the linearized model are

westward-propagating gravity waves. The smaller absolute-valued negative frequencies

correspond to Rossby waves in the linearized model. This set includes mixed Rossby-

gravity waves.

In the nonlinear model from which the linearized equations were derived the struc-

tures of none of these modes propagate strictly as a wave. In particular, a continuum of

frequencies may be associated with each structure. However, these modes may be used to

analyze a nonlinear model. In that case, the a may be considered as resonant or natural

frequencies for the corresponding modes. Also, for this reason, the gravity-wave structures

which propagate eastward and westward in the linear model are referred to more gener-

ally as eastward and westward gravitational modes, respectively. The Rossby waves are

referred to as rotational modes.

For a particular m and H, modes of each type may be ordered with respect to

the frequencies of the modes. For either type gravitational mode, ordering the modes
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according to increasing absolute values of their frequencies creates a set which alternates

as symmetric, antisymmetric, symmetric, .... For rotational modes, ordering the modes

according to decreasing absolute values of their frequencies creates a set which alternates

as antisymmetric, symmetric, antisymmetric, .... These orderings are consistent with

orderings from largest to smallest scales, as discussed next.

The above orderings of the modes are consistent with orderings with respect to the

numbers of zero-crossings their u structures have along any meridian between the two poles

(except for meridians where the phase of the mode is a multiple of 7r/2, and therefore where

u = 0 at all latitudes). For either eastward or westward gravitational modes, the sequence

of numbers of crossings is 0,1,2, ... For each of these modes, the (p and u fields have

identical numbers of crossings, while the v field has one more. For the rotational modes,

the sequence of numbers is 1,2,3,.... For these modes, the number of crossings of the v

field is one more than that of u. The p field has 2 less than u, except for the first two

modes which have 1 and 0 crossings respectively.

For a given equivalent depth H, all the normal modes are orthogonal (except when

m = 0: see Section 6). Modes with the same values of m are orthogonal since M is a

symmetric matrix. This orthogonality may be expressed as

r forj =k,
(vyvk) forj=k, (5.2)

where the operation (.) is described in (4.19) and r = 1 after application of (5.3).

Each v is appropriately normalized such that

1 =11 v , (5.3)

where

l v ||= (v · v)i. (5.4)

In terms of the modes, (4.18) may be expressed as

Et = - E E E c* (5.5)
m types j
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where the first sum is over both non-negative and negative values of m. The derivation of
(5.5) requires substitution of (5.1) into (4.18) using (5.3) and the condition that v is real
to simplify the expressions.
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6. Modes for m = 0

For m = 0, there are NTr(m = 0) + 2 zero-valued a (including those for symmetric

and antisymmetric modes together). The eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues

are not uniquely defined: any linear combination of these eigenvectors is also an eigenvector

of the system. However, it is still true that any of those eigenvectors is orthogonal to any

eigenvector corresponding to one of the remaining, nonzero-valued a.

In general, different procedures used to determine the eigenvectors of symmetric

matrices will yield different sets of eigenvectors when the eigenvalues are not all distinct.

Therefore, in order to uniquely define the eigenvectors corresponding to a = 0, a procedure

similar to that of Kasahara (1978) is used. The system (4.10) is considered with a = 0

(since m = 0) and the time-tendencies zero (since a =0). Solutions are:

Ao = 1, all other components zero - valued, (6.1)

Bo = 1, all other components zero - valued, (6.2)

C0 = 1, all other components zero - valued, (6.3)

and, for each n > 0,

A° = 1,

C_ 1 =-bo/c,_, for n > 1, (6.4)

C o +=-b ° +i/c+i for n < NT(m= 0),

with all other components zero-valued.

Solutions (6.1) and (6.2) have no physical significance, since they respectively repre-

sent horizontally-uniform k and X fields. Since neither field has any gradient, the corre-

sponding velocity fields of each are zero-valued. Solution (6.3) corresponds to horizontally

uniform p field. Data will generally have a non-zero projection onto this mode, since the

horizontal-mean p field is typically nonzero. Each solution (6.4) describes a geostrophi-

cally balanced field. The v field associated with each solution is zero-valued.
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Solutions (6.4) are not orthogonal. They are made orthogonal by applying a Gram-

Schmidt procedure to those eigenvectors (in the following, the index on v indicates the value

of n in (6.4)): First, normalize vi as described in section 5 to define a new (normalized)

eigenvector v I"
v" = vl1 . (6.5)

Then, for each successive value of n, compute

n-1

vn = v, - (ve I v)VI/ (6.6)
j=l

and

vn" = Vn (6.7)
II n' II'

The resulting Vn" are the ortho-normalized m = 0 rotational modes.

The m = 0 gravitational modes satisfy the conditions

E W
1 =-a-cy

AE -WAnzE An w
(6.8)

E _n W
rBn - n-

CnE Cnw

where the superscripts E and W respectively refer to eastward and westward gravitational

modes, and the superscript m = 0 has been omitted for clarity. Note that, for these modes,

E and W no longer have the meaning of propagation direction, since they are standing

waves. In this case, the E and W designations simply refer to the sign of a and the phase

of v compared with u.
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7. Modes in terms of u and v

The eigenvectors v may be made dimensional by replacing the components A m ,B,

and C m by values of

Onm,(j) = enAnm (j), (7.1)

-iCO(j) = enB(j), (7.2)

(ij) = ffnCn(j). (7.3)

They describe spherical harmonic components of the b, X, and p fields, respectively, for

normal-mode j. Since the B are real valued, the ix are real and the X are therefore

imaginary, indicating a 90/m degree westward phase shift of the X field relative to the b

field for same-signed values of A and B.

Alternatively, each mode j may be expressed in terms of u, v, and Sp as a function of

p (i.e., sine of latitude) for given m. To do this, it is convenient to first define the function

Hnm -(1 - 2)d (7.4)

This HW^, distinguished by both a subscript and superscript, should not be confused with

the equivalent depth He, which has at most a single subscript. The latitudinal u, v, and

p fields are

.Nr +m- 1

u( j)= 1E [Hm {J}-mP,(-ixm)}H (7.5)
a(1 - 2) 2 yn=m

N r+m-1

iv(l~;m,j)= ^ W(-%(j))-mP~fr~j (7.6)

The iv are real-valued, indicating that, for same-ign values of u and v, the v field is
P(G;m,j)- [Pn ( n~(j)]. (7.7)

The iv are real-valued, indicating that, for same-sign values of u and v, the v field is

phase shifted 90/m degrees eastward with respect to the u field. In practice these fields

need only be evaluated for a single hemisphere (northern or southern), since the fields for

the remaining hemisphere may be determined using the mode's symmetry condition (see
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Section 4). In terms of the dimensional u, v, and A, the normalization condition (5.3) may

be expressed as

gHe = J [(gHe)-W'2 + u 2 + (iv) 2]du. (7.8)

Note that (iv)2 is nonnegative.

For evaluation of integrals such as (7.8), the CCM and nonlinear normal-mode ini-

tialization software use Gaussian quadrature expressed as

-1I K (K) (79)
f (it)d/ E f (Ak)wk '(79)

*'- 1
fck=1

where K is the number of discrete latitudes, f (A) is any appropriate function, Ak are the

K roots of PK (I/), and Wk are the Gaussian coefficients

Wk (K ttk (7.10)
k [KPK_- (Ak 2,

for k = 1, ... , K. This quadrature is exact for any polynomial f (I) of degree less than 2K

(see Machenhauer (1979) for further discussion and references).

The simplest method for projecting data onto the normal modes or for presenting

the modes is to consider their structures in the dimensionless form u', v', ', where

u = u/i'gHt, (7.11)

v' = /v/gt, (7.12)

='- p/(gHe). (7.13)

In terms of these variables, the mode structures satisfy the normalization condition

K

1 = E [ktc 2(/ zk) + u'2(pk) + (iv') 2 (pk)]wk. (7.14)
k=l

Note again that (iv') 2 is always nonnegative.
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8. The Relationship Between pa and p

In Sections 2-7, the normal modes have been described in terms of p (Eq. 2.9). In

the discrete L-level model, p is determined from L values of T' and 1 value of p8 . There is

no strict relationship between p and pa in either the atmosphere or the nonlinear CCM.

However, in the linearized system (2.14) and (2.16), they are related. Elimination of 6

between those two equations yields

dln(p8 /p) = sTT-1i (8.1)
dt dt

In the linear system, the independent solutions are oscillatory with frequencies a (Eq. 5.1).

For this reason, both tendencies in (8.1) can be written as

d=-,, (8.2)
dt

and therefore,

In(p8 /p) = sT T-l. (8.3)

Since (8.1) is an equation linear in In pa and p, it holds for a summation of independent

modes also.

In the nonlinear, normal-mode initialization software for the CCM (Errico, 1983),

(8.3) is used to relate the changes in In pa due to changes in p. For this reason, the vector

C=sTT - (8.4)

is computed once and stored. For further discussion of this relationship, see Temperton

and Williamson (1981) and Errico (1983).
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Part 2. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

The software described in this part is designed to compute the normal modes of the
CCM (or a similar model) and to output a file of those modes in a format to be used in
the nonlinear, normal-mode initialization software for the CCM (Errico, 1983). Since the
program is written in a modular form (see Section 9), it should be easy to modify for other
purposes. This software is stored as a CRAY-UPDATE deck named HOUGH in a program
library which resides on the NCAR Mass Storage System (MSS) with the complete name
\RMERRICO\CCMINIT\VECTR1.

Part 2 consists of six sections. The first, Section 9, describes the overall design
of the program. The main program is described in Section 10. The functions of various
subroutines are described there also. The truncation and ordering of the modes (for output)
are described in Section 11. The formats of files are described in Section 12. Finally, in
Section 13, various error and warning messages, which may be output by the software
during execution, are explained. An index of subroutines appears in Appendix 2.

9. Overall Design

The program HOUGH is written in standard FORTRAN-77 with two CRAY exten-
sions. One extension is the use of inline comments for program documentation; the other
extension is the use of asyncronous I/O for efficiency (see below in this section for details).

Most of the program functions are performed in subroutines, with all information passed

through as arguments. The main program serves primarily to call the subroutines in the
proper order.

The eigenvalue problems are split into those for symmetric and antisymmetric modes,

as discussed in Section 4.3. This makes the problems smaller and computations therefore

faster and likely more accurate. Also, the required memory usage is smaller.

The principal output of the program is a file of normal-mode structures in terms
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of dimensionless values of u, iv, and Sp as functions of latitude and mode index, in a

form for efficient use in the nonlinear normal-mode initialization software described by

Errico (1983). However, the eigenvalue problems are specified in terms of scaled spherical

harmonic coefficients of b, -ix, and p, as discussed in Section 4. Therefore, a file of

normal modes in terms of these coefficients is temporarily created (it may also be output if

the user desires). If this were not done, either memory or computation requirements would

be prohibitive for most model resolutions. The program is designed so that the normal

modes can be determined for relatively high resolution, general circulation models.

In order to most efficiently use this temporary file on the CRAY-1 computer, the

program is designed to use asynchronous I/O using CRAY BUFFER IN/BUFFER OUT

instructions. The eigenvalue problem for one set of values of m and e is solved while the

solution for a previous set of values is written to an out of core storage device. Similarly,

the solution for one set of values is read while the spherical harmonic coefficients of , -ix,

and p for the previously read set of modes are projected onto u, iv, and p at a selected

latitude. By this means, computations are not delayed long by I/O waiting as would occur

using READ/WRITE instuctions.

The program is extensively documented internally. The function of each subroutine is

explained. The separate treatment of the symmetric and antisymmetric modes complicates

the definition of pointers for various mode components (see Section 4.3). Therefore, inline

comments are used to explain the use of some pointers in the subroutines. The subroutines

are arranged alphabetically in the program library.
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10. The Main Program

The main program is called HOUGH, since the normal modes are sometimes called

Hough functions. The main program is divided into six parts: (A) variable specifications;

(B) vertical problem; (C) spectral shallow-water problem; (D) header output; (E) fre-

quency output; (F) grid output. These parts are labeled within the program using the

corresponding letters. Each part is further subdivided using a letter-number combina-

tion. These combinations are used for reference in the documentation below. An index of

variable names appears in Appendix 3.

10.1. Parameter definitions

There are only seven parameters which the user must specify if this software is to

simply output a file of normal modes for use with the nonlinear normal-mode initializa-

tion software. These specify the resolution limits and select a version of vertical finite

differencing. They are discussed in Section 14 of this report.

The memory requirement depends on the resolution requested. This requirement is

approximately

(NMAX +2)2(18+3 x NLEV x ITYPES)/TFAC, (10.1)

where

NMAX is the largest value of n for m = 0,

NLEV is the number of data a-levels,

ITYPES is the number of types of modes output (usually 3),

TFAC is a factor equal to 1 or 2 for rhomboidal or triangular truncation, respectively.

As an example, approximately 800,000 words of memory are required for output of all

modes for a 15-level model with triangular truncation at zonal wavenumber 100. Note
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that some arrays are equivalenced to minimize this requirement.

10.2. Vertical problem

The first set of executable statements is that for solving the vertical mode problem

described mathematically in Section 3. This set is denoted by the label B in program

comments. Quantitites which are determined or set here include A, B, B- 1, H, s, T, T,

Z, and Z- 1.

The order of operations is:

B1. Set prescribed arrays. These include SIGMA (a), DSIGMA (si Aa), and TBAR

(T(a)) (see Section 15 for further description). The even-indexed values of SIGMA

should be specified by the user as in the model version desired. This is done in sub-

routine SETSIG (see Section 14). The odd indexed values are determined there as

arithmetic averages of the adjacent even-indexed values, as done in the CCM. Values

of DSIGMA are computed from these SIGMA. Values of TBAR for the user-defined

u-levels are determined in subroutine SETTBR using the standard atmosphere de-

scribed in Appendix 4.

B2. Set matrices consistent with CCM. These include HYDROS (B), THERMO (A),

and the subsequently determined TAU (T). These are determined in subroutines

HYDROM, THERMM, and SETTAU, respectively. The first two routines include

options for versions of the CCM which have different vertical finite-differencing for-

mulations. A particular version is chosen according to the user-specified parameter

NCCM (see Section 14 for further description). The arrays HYDROS and THERMO

are identical to the transposes of the respective arrays G (multiplied by the gas con-

stant R) and TAU (computed using T0=TBAR) in the CCM. They are described in

Williamson (1983).

B3. Determine eigenvalues and eigenvectors of TAU. These are computed using the
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CRAY-optimized EISPACK routine RG which computes the quantities EDEPTH

(here the diagonal elements of gH) and ZMATRX (Z) for a real general matrix.

Since the input matrix is destroyed in the routine RG, TAU is first copied into the

array TAUR, and TAUR is input into RG (TAUR later contains T-1, but here it

is a work array). After EDEPTH and ZMATRX are determined, their accuracy is

checked both in the main program and subroutine CHECKE (see Section 13.2 for

description of these checks and warning messages).

B4. Order and normalize vectors. The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors are or-

dered from largest to smallest equivalent depth in subroutine ORDERW. The eigevec-

tors are normalized according to (3.2) in subroutine NORMAL. The normalization

with respect to sign is done so that the largest component of any vector is nonnega-

tive.

B5. Compute inverses of necessary matrices. The matrices VERTMR (Z- 1 ), HYDROR

(B- 1 ), and TAUR (T 1) are computed from their respective inverses in the NCAR

library routine INVMTX. The accuracy of each inversion is checked by examining

the product of each matrix with its inverse in subroutine CHECKI (see Section 13.2

for description of this check and the warning message that may be printed).

B6. Compute other necessary arrays. These include: SEDEPTH ((gHet)), EDEPTH

(over-written here to contain values of He), RTBAR (RT), and CPMTRX (C; Eq.

8.4). The last is computed in subroutine SETCPM.

B7. Output selected arrays. The values of indicated arrays are printed as standard output.

All matrices are printed such the first index increases towards the left and the

second index increases towards the bottom (therefore the value for index 1,1 appears

in the upper left corner).
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10.3. Spectral problem

The second set of executable statements is that for determining the normal modes

of the shallow water equations described mathematically in Section 4. This set is denoted

by the label C in program comments. Quantitites which are determined here include vy,

and Qa, for all equivalent depths, zonal wave numbers, and mode types. Values for arrays

which describe the spectral truncation are determined here also.

The order of operations is:

C1. Compute arrays that describe truncation. The arrays MTRUNC and NTRUNC (the

latter equivalent to NT(m) in Section 4b) are computed in subroutine MTRA as

described in Section 11.1.

C2. Loop over equivalent depths. All normal modes are determined for each equivalent

depth. The variable XDEPTH is a dimensionless equivalent depth equal to gHe/U2,

where U = 2fla is a velocity scaling parameter.

C3. Loop over zonal wavenumbers. The index MO is the zonal wavenumber m, and M

is that augmented by 1. The variable NM (- NT(m) - 1) is the maximum value of

n - m for the given truncation and value of m. This augmentation by 1 is used so

that all FORTRAN indices are nonzero.

C4. Solve problem for symmetric modes. As described in Section 4c, the matrix ASYMM

(Ms) for the symmetric problem is size NMS x NMS, where

NMS = ((NM + 1)/2) + 2 x (1 + (NM/2)). (10.1)

The divisions by 2 must be truncated to integers here. The first term is the number of

A components andthe scond t he sum of the B and C components in the eigen-

value problem being considered. The matrix elements are determined in subroutine

MATRIC (see Section 4c for a mathematical description). The eigenvalues WSYMM

(ay) and eigenvectors VSYMM (a matrix whose columns are vj) of ASYMM are

determined using the CRAY-optimized EISPACK routine RS, appropriate for a real
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symmetric matrix. After WSYMM and VSYMM are determined, their accuracy is

checked in subroutine CHECKE (see Section 13.2 for description of this check and

the warning message that may be printed).

C5. Solve problem for antisymmetric modes. This is done as described for the symmetric

case in step C4, except the computed arrays are AASYM (MA), WASYM (a,) and

VASYM (a matrix of vj). For the antisymmetric problem, the matrix size is NMA

x NMA, where

NMA = (1 + (NM/2)) + 2 x ((NM + 1)/2)), (10.2)

analogous to NMS (10.1).

C6. Order eigenvalues and eigenvectors. The eigenvalues (aj) and corresponding eigen-

vectors are ordered from smallest to largest (algebraic) values of aj in subroutine

ORDERW. The symmetric and antisymmetric modes are ordered separately.

C7. Special treatment for zonally-symmetric modes. When m = 0, the rotational modes

are specified as described in Section 6. The necessary computations are performed

in subroutine ROMODE. Subroutine ORTHOV is called by ROMODE to orthogonal-

ize the modes. The symmetric and antisymmetric modes are treated separately by

ROMODE.

C8. Normalize eigenvectors. These are normalized according to (5.3) in subroutine NOR-

MAL. After normalization, if m = 0, the gravitational modes are corrected in subrou-

tine GOMODE for any round-off errors so that (6.8) is satisfied. The orthonormality

of all modes is then checked in subroutine CHECKO (see Section 13.2 for description

of this check and the warning message that may be printed).

C9. Scale eigenvectors so that results are in terms of tp, -ik, and s. The eigenvectors

are rescaled in subroutine RESCAL according to (7.1)-(7.3) so that they are in di-

mensional form. The eigenvalues are also made dimensional by multiplication by the

factor 211.
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C10. Output vectors in spectral form. This operation is performed in subroutine OUTSPC.

Records of output are written to a Fortran unit numbered IUNITC, as described in

Section 12.1. The records are written using the CRAY asynchronous I/O instruction

BUFFER OUT (see Section 9 for further description). If any I/O errors are flagged

by the UNIT function, execution aborts, as described in Section 13.1.

10.4. Header output

The third set of executable statements is that for writing the first three records on

the file of normal modes (on unit number IUNITV). These records are used to identify the

file and contain arrays which describe the vertical mode problem. This set of statements

is denoted by the label D in program comments.

D1. Specify necessary arrays. The ordering of the modes, as given by the array INDEX1,

is determined in subroutine INDEXA. This ordering is described in Section 11.2.

The discrete set of latitudes on which the CCM data are defined are computed in

subroutine GAUAW as in the CCM. Specifically, a set of NLAT sines of Gaussian

latitudes GAULAT (ok) and NLAT Gaussian weights GAUSWT (wk) are determined

using the algorithm of Davies and Rabinowitz (1956). A call to a subroutine NSNSNS

has been added in GAUAW to reorder both Ak and Wk such that they alternate values

for northern, southern, northern, ... hemispheres, beginning at the most (north)

poleward latitude, and proceeding towards the equator. (This is the order of data on

CCM files; Sato et al., 1983; Errico, 1983.) After return from GAUAW, the actual

latitudes sin - 1 ok are computed and stored in the array GLATP2.

D2. Write header. The value of ISYMTP is set to -1, which indicates that the normal

modes are either symmetric or antisymmetric, and therefore only a description of the

modes in northern latitudes will be written to the output file. Then the first three

records of the file of normal modes are written (see Section 12.2 for a description of

this file). Finally, values of all the parameters used to generate the modes are printed
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(see Section 15 for their description).

10.5. Frequency output

This portion of the program is designed to use asynchronous I/O (Section 9). Imple-

mentation of this procedure requires double indexing of the array VINOUT, so that at any

moment, one portion is involved with computations, while the complementary portion is

involved with I/O. The first portion is referenced by the index IDB2, and the complement

by IDBl. The value of IDB1 alternates between 1 and 2 each time through the loop over

LM, and IDB2 has the complementary value. The reference to the function UNIT acts to

ensure that the previous I/O instruction is completed before the next I/O instruction is

encountered. The set of statements in this section of HOUGH is denoted by the label E

in program comments.

El. Loop over zonal wavenumbers and vertical modes. Steps E2 and E3 are executed

LMMAX (=NLEVx (MMAX+ )) times, once for each record written previously (as

described in Section 10.3) to Fortran unit IUNITC. This single loop is equivalent to

a pair of loops, with the outer one over L=l, ... , NLEV, and the inner one over

M=1, ... , MMAX+1.

E2. Input spectral eigenvectors. The subroutine INSPEC called here is the complement

of the subroutine OUTSPC described in Sections 10.3 and 12.1. It deciphers an array

containing several kinds of variables, determining the values of m and e which apply,

and copying either the frequencies (if IFREQ=1) or the eigenvectors (if IFREQ$0)

to another array.

E3. Fill array of frequencies in proper order. A portion of the array VECTSL is filled

with the normal-mode frequencies in an order consistent with the array INDEX1

for use in the nonlinear normal-mode initialization software designed for the CCM

(described in Errico, 1983). This ordering is done in subroutine ORDERV, described
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further in Section 12.2.

E4. Output frequencies. The frequencies of all the modes are output in a single record

on the Fortran unit specified by the variable IUNITV. The format of this record is

described in Section 12.2.

10.6. Grid output

In the final set of instructions in HOUGH, the normal modes are transformed from

a spectral to a latitude grid description. They are then output. This section is denoted by

F in program comments.

Fl. Loop over latitudes. The normal-mode structures are written as functions of latitude.

Only those for northern latitudes are written, since those for corresponding southern

latitudes can be determined using symmetry conditions (see Section 4.3 for details).

The Legendre polynomials PMN (P, (tj)) and their derivatives HMN (Hm (gj)) are

determined for a given latitude (whose sine is GAULAT(N)) in subroutine PHCS.

The algorithm is the stable iterative scheme described by Belousov (1962). This is

the same subroutine as in the CCM, except before returning from PHCS, all values

of PMN and HMN are multiplied by /2. This normalizes the (Pm,) such that (4.9)

is satisfied. Both PMN and HMN are arrays of size.

NSPECTS = (MMAX + 1) x (NMAX + 1).

Each array may be considered as two-dimensional with first index M (= m + 1, with

values 1, 2, ... , MMAX+1) and second index N (= n - m + 1, with values 1, 2,

... , NMAX+ 1). Note that for some types of spherical-harmonic truncation (e.g.,

triangular), more Legendre polynomials are determined by the iterative scheme than

are actually referenced by the program HOUGH.

F2. Loop over zonal wavenumbers and vertical modes. This is done exactly as described

for step El, in Section 10.5.
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F3. Input spectral eigenvectors. The subroutine INSPEC is called here exactly as de-

scribed for step E2 in Section 10.5, except its last argument equals 1 here.

F4. Compute latitude values of eigenvectors in terms of u, iv, and p. The arrays VSYMM

and VASYM contain the normal modes in terms of spectral components /, -ix and p

for a single combination of m and e (see the description of step C9 in Section 10.3 for

further details). The modes in this form are projected into components of u, iv, and

p for the latitude whose sine is GAULAT(N) according to (7.5)-(7.7), respectively,

in subroutine PROJCT. Note that iv is real-valued, as discussed in Section 7. The

modes are then reordered in subroutine ORDERV as described in Section 12.2.

F5. Scale eigenvectors for use with initialization software. The values of u, iv, and p are

rendered dimensionless according to (7.11)-(7.13) in subroutine SCALEV.

F6. Output eigenvectors. The dimensionless eigenvectors, in terms of u, iv, and p at a

single latitude, for all the modes, are output in a single record on the Fortran unit

specified by the variable IUNITV. The format of this record is described in Section

12.2.
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11. Truncation and Ordering of the Modes

The modes are ordered analogously to the spectral coefficients in the CCM. This

ordering facilitates vectorization of the Gaussian quadrature used in the nonlinear normal-

mode initialization software (Errico, 1983).

11.1. The arrays MTRUNC and NTRUNC

The program HOUGH permits a general pentagonal spectral truncation, as does the

CCM. Such truncation is defined by three parameters. These are:

MMAX: denoted as M in Section 4.2 (the largest zonal wave-number m, denoted as

the parameter PMTR in the CCM);

NMAX : denoted as NTr(m = 0) in Section 4.2 (the largest degree n of the associated

Legendre polynomials for order m = 0, denoted as the parameter PNTR in the

CCM);

KMAX : denoted as NT(m = M) in Section 4.2 (the value of n for the largest degree

n - m of the associated Legendre polynomials for order m = M, denoted as the

parameter PKTR in the CCM).

These parameters determine which spherical harmonics are considered, as illustrated

in Fig. 11.1.

In order to avoid nonpositive indices in FORTRAN dimensioned arrays, the index

M=MO+1 is used instead of the zonal wavenumber M0=m. Also, an index N=n - m + 1

is used in place of n in many places. Values of N are between 1 and NT(m), inclusive

(in contrast to the variable n whose smallest and largest values are both functions of m).

The largest values of M and N are MMAXP1 (=MMAX+1) and NMAXP1 (=NMAX+1),

respectively.
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The values of NT(m) are determined as the array NTRUNC(M), where M is the value

of m augmented by 1, as discussed earlier. An array MTRUNC(N) is also determined as

the largest value of M given a value of N. Values of these arrays are computed in Subroutine

MTRA according to the algorithms:

NTRUNC(M) = NTNMAXP1, if M < KMAX -NMAX + 1; (11.1)
( fM = NTRUNC(M- 1)- 1, otherwise;

MTRUNMN)XP1^^^^^ ", if N< KMAX - NMAX + 1;
MTRUNC(N) = { MTRUNC(N - 1) - 1, otherwise. (11.2)

The latter is analogous to the arrays NMEV and NMOD in the CCM for even and odd

values of N, respectively.

For rhomboidal truncation at zonal wavenumber M,

MMAX = NMAX =M; KMAX =2 x M,

and

MTRUNC(N) = NTRUNC(M) =M + 1.

For triangular truncation at zonal wavenumber M:

MMAX = NMAX = KMAX =M;

MTRUNC(N) = MMAX + 2 - N; NTRUNC(M) = NMAX + 2 - M.

When the truncation is applied to the normal modes rather than the spherical harmonics,

N is associated with the ordering of the modes. For any given type of mode and value of

M, N=1 denotes the mode of largest meridional scale. That scale decreases as N increases.
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11.2. The array INDEXI

An array INDEX1 is specified in Subroutine INDEXA. This array is used to specify

an ordering of each type of mode (rotational, and eastward and westward gravitational) as

a function of M and N. Values of INDEX1 are between 1 and NMODES, inclusive, where

NMODES = (MMAX + 1) x (NMAX + 1)

-(MMAX + NMAX - KMAX + 1) x (MMAX + NMAX - KMAX)/2, (11.3)

The first value is associated with the mode M=1, N=1. The ordering proceeds with

N=1 and successive values of M until M=MTRUNC(1). Next is M=1, N=2, followed by

successive values of M until M=MTRUNC(2). In other words, the ordering proceeds from

left to right along horizontal lines in Fig. 11.lb, starting at the bottom and proceeding

upwards (these lines are diagonal in Fig. 11.la).

For a rhomboidal truncation at zonal wavenumber MMAX = M

INDEXl(M, N) =M + (N-1) x (MMAX + 1), (11.4)

while for triangular truncation at wavenumber M,

N-1

INDEX1(M, N) =M + MMAX + 2-J. (11.5)

Given a selected vertical mode and mode type (westward gravitational, eastward

gravitational, or rotational), INDEX1 is a convienent array for referencing a particular

mode. The user need simply specify values of M=m + 1 (m > 0) and N (which denotes

the ordering of the mode with respect to meridional scale). Those values are then used to

determine a J=INDEX1(M,N), which then is used to reference the mode (see Section 17

for an example).
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11.3. Subroutine ORDERV

The normal modes are ordered in Subroutine ORDERV before output. This order-

ing is the one expected for the modes input to the nonlinear normal-mode initialization

software (Errico, 1983). This ordering facilitates vectorization of the Gaussian quadrature

used in that software (Baede et al., 1979) for execution on the CRAY-1 computer.

Each normal mode is identified by the three indices J, L, and I (respectively called

ID1, LEVEL, and ITYPE in ORDERV). The value of I denotes the mode type. It is

1, 2, or 3, denoting westward gravitational, eastward gravitational, or rotational mode,

respectively. L is the vertical mode index (f in Section 3) for modes ordered from largest

to smallest equivalent depth. J is the ordering in terms of zonal wavenumber M and

meridional scale N given by the appropriate value of the array INDEX (described in detail

as the array INDEX1 in Section 11.2).

The eigenvalues or eigenvectors (projected at one latitude) are stored in an array of

the form VECTSL(J,I,L,IKND), with respective dimensions NMODES, ITYPES, NLEV,

and IKINDS. The index IKND denotes a particular type of field. If IKINDS=1, then

IKND=1 denotes the eigenvalues. If IKINDS=3, then IKND=1, 2, or 3 refers to fields of

u, iv, or A, respectively.

There is one exception to the ordering of the modes as described above. For zonal

wavenumber 0, there are three eigenvectors which have horizontally invariant structure

functions, as described in Section 6. In this software, the modes whose structures are

horizontally invariant A', X, and t are associated with the index J=1 and respective values

of 1=1, 2, and 3. All three are called rotational modes in this report, although they are the

axisymmetric degeneracies of the Kelvin wave (I=2), westward propagating gravity wave

(I=1), and mixed Rossby-Gravity wave (I=3), respectively. The latter two are actually

associated with 0-valued physical fields (since velocity depends on gradients of the X and

, fields). Therefore, for J=1, the only modes associated with nonzero structure functions

when expressed in terms of u, v, and p are the 1=1 modes. The J=1, 1=2 and 3 modes

appear identical in terms of frequency (both 0-valued) and structure (both 0-valued when
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expressed in terms of u, v, and (p).
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12. File Formats

There are two file formats which are used, for separate purposes, in the program

HOUGH. One file is written to and read from Fortran unit IUNITC. The other is written

to IUNITV and contains the final product of the program, for input to the nonlinear

normal-mode initialization software (Errico, 1983). The formats for these two files are

discussed in Sections 12.1 and 12.2, respectively.

12.1. IUNITC

The file associated with unit IUNITC is used to temporarily store results of Step

C in the main program. The eigenvalue problem is broken into parts there. Each part

involves global spectral functions. On the other hand, for use with nonlinear normal-mode

initialization, it is desirable to have the eigenvector information filed sequentially in terms

of latitudes, since the data are organized that way. This means that before the projections

of the eigenvectors at each latitude are ouput, the structures of the global functions de-

scribing all eigenvectors must be available. Rather than keep all this information in core

memory, it is stored in a tempory (local to the job) sequential file. This file may also be

used to output the normal modes in terms of spherical harmonic coefficients b, -ix, and

The first four words on each record of this file are the descriptors MO,L,NMS,NMA,

in that order. The first two respectively denote the zonal wavenumber m and vertical mode

index e associated with the eigensolutions recorded on that particular record. The last two

descriptors are the numbers of independent modes for the symmetric and antisymmetric

problems respectively for the given value of m, consistent with the spectral truncation

defined in the main program (see Section 10.3 for their determination). The values of

NMS and NMA are necessary to decipher the remainder of the record.
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The fifth word on the record is the first word of an array W(NN,2), where NN is the

maximum value of NMS or NMA for any value of m. This value is determined in the main

program as

NMODE1 = 3 x (1 + NMAX/2), (12.1)

where integer arithmetic has been assumed. The array W contains the frequencies (a;

units so1 ) for the symmetric (second index value equals 1) and antisymmetric (second

index value equals 2) modes. Only the first NMS and NMA values for each respective type

of mode contain such frequencies. The remaining space contains values of zero.

The (5+2 x NMODE1)th word is the first word of an array V(NNxNN,2). This array

is equivalenced to a square matrix of size NMS, and V(1,2) is equivalenced to a square

matrix of size NMA. Any remaining portion of the V array is 0-valued. The columns of

the square matrices contain the eigenvectors. They are stored as dimensional values of

spherical harmonic functions (4', -it, and A3), in the format discussed in Appendix 5.

Each record on this file has the same length, equal to

NVOUT = 4 + 2 x NMODE1 x (NMODE1 + 1). (12.2)

For some records, some portion of the words may be 0-valued and never actually referenced.

This 0-filled portion is only intended to preserve the length of the records in the case of

variations of NMS and NMA with m (i.e., for non-pentagonal spectral truncation).

The order of the records on unit IUNITC is:

1. for each value of L, sequential records are sequential values of MO, between 0 and

MMAX, inclusive.

2. the first MMAX+1 records are for L=1, the next MMAX+1 records for L=2, etc.,

and the last MMAX+1 records are for L=NLEV.
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12.2. IUNITV

This file is the primary product of the program HOUGH. It contains the normal

modes in a format for use in nonlinear normal-mode initialization (Errico, 1983). There

are 4+NLAT/2 records, not all of equal length (NLAT is the number of latitudes in the

model version to be used).

The first record contains a label followed by values of the truncation parameters used

to define the modes and file format. The label is a 20 word (160 character) alphanumeric

array which may describe the dataset in some way. The parameters (in their order on

the record) are: NLEV, MMAX, NMAX, KMAX, NLAT, ISYMPT, NMODES, ITYPES,

and NCCM. These are each discussed in the Users' Guide (Part 3 of this report). These

parameters define the dimensions of all arrays appearing in other records on this file.

The second record contains all the arrays necessary to describe the vertical modes.

In their order, these include: SIGMA (2 x NLEV + 1), TBARP2 (NLEV+2), RTBAR

(NLEV+2), HYDROS (NLEV,NLEV), HYDROR (NLEV,NLEV), VERTMD (NLEVNLEV),

VERTMR (NLEV,NLEV), EDEPTH (NLEV), SEDPTH (NLEV), CPMTRX (NLEV),

TSCALE, USCALE. The parameters in parentheses indicate dimensions of the indicated

arrays. See Appendix 2 for references as to where each variable is described.

The third record contains all the arrays necessary to describe the Gaussian grid

and ordering of the modes. In their order, these include: GLATP2 (NLAT), GAUSWT

(NLAT), NTRUNC (MMAX+1), MTRUNC (NMAX+1), INDEX1 (MMAX+1, NMAX+1).

The parameters in parentheses indicate dimensions of the indicated arrays. See Appendix 2

for references as to where each variable is described.

The fourth record contains a single array of eigenvalues (the frequencies a; units of

s - 1) in the format described in Section 11.3. It is a real-valued array with dimensions

NMODES x ITYPES x NLEV.

Each of the remaining NLAT/2 records contains the single array VECTSL. This
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contains values of u, iv, and p for every normal mode, at one particular latitude. Those

latitudes are the northern hemisphere Gaussian latitudes, ordered from the one closest

to the pole to the one closest to the equator. Note that iv is real-valued, as discussed

in Section 7. The format of the array VECTSL is discussed in Section 11.3. The array

VECTSL is a real-valued array with dimensions NMODES x ITYPES x NLEV x 3. Its

format is described in Section 11.3.

Only the structures of the normal modes in a single hemisphere are needed, since the

symmetry properties of the modes can be used to determine their structures in the other

hemisphere. For symmetric modes (those denoted by odd N for gravitational modes or

even N for rotational modes), for corresponding southern latitudes, u and p are identical

and v simply changes sign. For antisymmetric modes, all those conditions are reversed.
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13. Error Messages

Tests are performed at various points in the program to check that instructions have

been correctly exectuted or accurately performed. If it is determined that an instruction

has been incorrectly executed, then execution will either stop or abort after an error mes-

sage is printed. These error messages are described in Section 13.1. If it is determined

that a computational solution is inaccurate, then a warning is printed which identifies the

computaion and its accuracy, and execution continues. These error messages are described

in Section 13.2. Regarding these warnings, the user must decide if these detected inaccu-

racies are actually unacceptable. It may be that, although detected, these inaccuraces are

unavoidable and acceptably small.

13.1. Fatal error messages

Subroutines HYDROM and THERMM are written to determine matrices which are

appropriate for a user-specified version of the CCM. This version is specifed by the value

of the parameter NCCM. If NCCM is not an acceptable value in the version of the normal-

mode software used, then the error message

X X X VALUE OF NCCM -=nccm NOT ACCEPTABLE X X X (13.1)

is printed, where nccm is the value of NCCM which the user has specified at the beginning of

the program. Execution stops. In order to correct this error, the user must either specify an

acceptable value for NCCM or add appropriate instructions to HYDROM and THERMM

for computation of the matrices HYDROS and THERMO (respectively) corresponding to

the desired version of the CCM. As of this writing, the only acceptable values are 0 and

1, for CMOB and CCM1, respectively.

In subroutine THERMM there ararrays with fixed dimensions of 102. If

the number of data u-levels (specified by the parameter NLEV) is greater than 100, then
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the error message

NLEV TOO LARGE FOR ROUTINE THERMM. (13.2)

is printed along with the instruction

INCREASE FIXED DIMENSIONS OF VARIABLES THERE TO NLEV + 2.

Execution stops. In order to correct this error, the user must replace the dimension

statement in subroutine THERMM in accordance with the above instruction.

In subroutine PHCS, the work array XTEMP has fixed dimensions (3,300). If the

sum of the (user-specified) spectral-truncation parameters MMAX and NMAX is greater

than 298, then the error message

ERROR IN CALL TO PHC, NMAX.GT.300 M, J =M, J (13.3)

is printed, where M and J are the values of MMAX+1 and NMAX+1, respectively. Ex-

ecution stops. In order to correct this error, the user must increase the last dimension of

XTEMP in subroutine PHCS so that the above condition is satisfied.

When using asynchronous I/O with any Fortran unit, before a record is read or

written, a test is made by calling the function UNIT in order to check that any previous

I/O instruction regarding that unit has been completed. If such an instruction has not been

completed, exection waits at that point until completion of the previous I/O instruction.

If any I/O errors are flagged by the UNIT function, execution aborts with one of the error

messages

BUFFER OUT ERROR IN OUTSPC (13.4)

ERROR IN FREQ. BUFFER (13.5)

ERROR IN VECTOR BUFFER (13.6)

printed in the logfile at the conclusion of the program's printed output. Each message

explains where the error was detected: either in subroutine OUTSPC, or in the main
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program in steps E or F, respectively. These errors are extremely unlikely, but could occur

if the user has inserted or modified I/O instructions in the program.

The NCAR library routines RS and RG used for determining eigenvalues return an

error condition code denoted IER. A zero value indicates no error was detected. A positive

value indicates that the IERth eigenvalue could not be determined. If a nonzero value of

IER is returned, an error message is printed in subroutine CHECKE:

EIGENVALUE ROUTINE RETURNED ERROR MESSAGE

IER = ier FOR MATRIX aaa (13.7)

OF SIZE nn SQUARED FOR L = t, MO = m.

If aaa is TAU, then t and m are both meaningless, otherwise they denote the vertical

mode index and zonal wavenumber respectively. Execution is then aborted with an error

message

PROBLEM IN EIGENVALUE ROUTINE (13.8)

printed in the logfile. This error is unlikely unless values of a or T at data levels have

been specified inappropriately or if the specified resolution is too great for the algorithm

to handle accurately.

The NCAR library routine INVMTX used for matrix inversion returns an error

condition code denoted IER. A zero value indicates no error was detected. Values of 1

or 33 indicate that the computed matrix determinant was either too large or zero-valued,

respectively. If a nonzero value of IER is returned, an error message is printed in CHECKI:

MATRIX INVERSION ROUTINE RETURNED ERROR MESSAGE

IER = i FOR MATRIX aaa OF SIZE nn SQUARED (13.9)

Execution is then aborted with an error message

PROBLEM IN INVERSION ROUTINE (13.10)

printed in the log file. This error is unlikely unless values of a or T at data levels have

been specified inappropriately, or if the specified vertical resolution is too great for the

algorithm to handle accurately.
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13.2. Warnings

After the vertical modes (matrix Z) and equivalent depths (matrix H) are determined

from TAU (T) in step B3 of the main program, the results are checked in subroutine

CHECKE by computing the error root-mean-squared value Si of the elements of the

matrix

S =TZ-ZH. (13.11)

If the value of S1 is greater than 10- 9, then the warning message

EIGENVALUE CHECK FOR MATRIX= TAU Si =SI (13.12)

is printed. The value SI would be 0 if the eigenvalue problem were computed precisely,

which is not likely. Values of SI > 10 - 9 may occur when the matrices are significantly

large; i.e., when normal modes for a high resolution model are being determined. Execution

does not stop if such an error is detected. The user must examine the printed output for

any printed warnings and consider whether the detected inaccuraces are unacceptable.

That the equivalent depths are real is tested by checking that the mean of the absolute

values of their imaginary components (the array WORK1) is small. This test is made in

step B3 of the main program. If this mean is greater than 10-6, the warning message

XXXX WARNING XXXX

EQUIVALENT DEPTHS NOT REAL. IMAGINARY PARTS FOLLOW (13.13)

is printed along with values of the array WORK1. This kind of error would be extremely

rare unless the user has incorrectly specified the a-levels, or has made inappropriate mod-

ifications to subroutines HYDROM, THERMM, or SETTBR. Execution does not stop if

an error is detected.

The accuracy of each matrix inversion, as executed in part B5 of the main program, is

checked by examining the product of each matrix with its inverse in subroutine CHECKI.

If the sum of the average absolute values of the off-diagonal elements (S 2 ) plus the absolute
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value of one minus the average of the diagonal elements (S 1 here) is greater than 10-1,

then the warning message

INVERSION CHECK FOR MATRIX = name S1, S2 =S, S2 (13.14)

is printed. Execution does not stop if an error is detected. The user must examine the

printed messages and determine whether the errors are acceptable.

After the set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors for each independent shallow water

system is determined, the result is checked as described similarly in the context of (13.12).

In the present context, the values of i and m and the matrix type are printed if an error

is detected so that the particular matrix can be identified. The message appears as

EIGENVALUE CHECK FOR L,M = £,m SYM HORIZONTAL MODES. S =S1i

(13.15)

for the symmetric case, and as

EIGENVALUE CHECK FOR L,M = £,m ASY HORIZONTAL MODES. Si =Si

(13.16)

for the asymmetric case.

The orthonormality of the horizontal structures of the dimensionless normal modes

is checked in subroutine CHECKO. This subroutine is analogous to subroutine CHECKI

described in the context of (13.14), except the critical value is 10- 11. It is called in step

C8 of the main program. If an error is detected, the warning message

ORTHOGONALITY CHECK FOR L, M =, m

SYM HORIZONTAL MODES.S1, S2 = S 1 ,S 2 (13.17)

is printed, if the problem is with symmetric modes (if with antisymmetric modes, the label

"ASY" replaces "SYM"). Execution does not terminate.
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Part 3. USERS' GUIDE

Part 3 is a brief guide for users who simply wish to produce a file of normal modes.

This file can be used in the nonlinear initialization software described in Errico (1983) or

for some other purpose. The file format will be as described in Section 12.2. For other

purposes, the software described in this report will require modification.

14. A Job Deck for Execution of the Program HOUGH

Instructions for executing the program HOUGH appears in Fig. 14.1. There are two

sets of instructions. The first set is a sequence of job control language (JCL) instructions.

The second is a set of CRAY UPDATE instructions for user modifications of the program

HOUGH.

The first JCL instruction is the JOB identification command. This is followed by

an ACCOUNT instruction, and an instruction to dispose the printed output and log file

to the indicated machine (in this case, the NCAR IBM4381 denoted by MF=IO). Next,

the program library VECTRS is ACQUIRED from the NCAR mass store (MS). The MS

name for this library is /RMERRICO/CCMINIT/VECTRS. The UPDATE DECK named

HOUGH is then updated, as described in the next paragraph. The modified program is

then compiled (with the CFT instruction), loaded, and executed (with the LDR instruc-

tion). Finally, the created file, which resides on Fortran unit 23 (local dataset FT23) is both

saved on the CRAY disc (for immediate access) and disposed to the NCAR MS (for long-

term storage). In the example in Fig. 14.1, the name of the file will be NAME2/NAME1,

with a write password PASWRD and a retention time of 367 days.

There are only two parts of the program HOUGH which users will most usually

modify. The first includes PARAMETER specifications. These parameters specify the

model truncation, the number of types of modes, and a version of the CCM. The parameters

are:
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MMAX: The maximum zonal wavenumber (M) to be considered, called PTRM in the

CCM.

NMAX: The maximum degree of the spherical harmonics or Legendre polynomials (Pm7)

to be considered for zonal wavenumber m = 0, called PTRN in the CCM.

KMAX: The maximum degree+MMAX (i.e., maximum value of index the n) of the spher-

ical harmonics or Legendre polynomials (Pm) to be considered for zonal wavenumber

m =MMAX, called PTRK in the CCM.

NLEV: The number of full (data) sigma levels, called PLEV in the CCM.

NLAT: The number of Gaussian latitudes, including both northern and southern hemi-

spheres (an even number), called POREC in the CCM.

ITYPES: The number of types of modes, which should always equal 3, unless permanent

file storage is a problem; if equal to 2, rotational modes will not be output on unit

IUNITV, but all gravitational modes will be output.

NCCM: An index which indicates a version of CCM (=0 for CCMOB; =1 for CCM1).

In Fig. 14.1, the truncation parameters are set for the standard 12-level, R15 version

of the CCM1.

The second part of the program HOUGH which users may often modify is the

set of values of a which specify the data levels. For nonlinear normal-mode initializa-

tion purposes, these values must match both those of the model version and data to be

used. These values are specified by replacing a set of arithmetic assign statements in

Subroutine SETSIG. For an NLEV-level model, NLEV values of an array SIGMA must

be assigned. Specifically, the even-indexed values need to be assigned; i.e., values for

SIGMA(2), SIGMA(4),..., SIGMA(2 x NLEV). These values correspond to those of a at

the model's data levels (full-indexed levels in the CCM), starting at the model's highest

level (smallest value of a, excluding 0), and ending at the lowest level (largest value of a,
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excluding 1). The values of SIGMA shown in Fig. 14.1 are those for the standard CCM1.

Some users may also want to change the basic-state temperature field T. That would

be done in Subroutine SETTBR (Appendix 4).

JOB,JN=VMODES,US=uuuupppppppp,T=20,OLM=200,*MS.
ACCOUNT,AC=uuuupppppppp.
DISPOSE,DN=$OUT,DEFER,MF=IO,DC=ST,TEXT='FLNM=CREATE,FLTY=VECTORS'.
·*. ACQUIRE VECTOR PROGRAM.
ACQUIRE,DN=VECTRS,PDN=VECTRS,ID=CCMINIT,MF=MS,TEXT= 'USER=RMERRICO'.
UPDATE,P=VECTRS,Q=HOUGH,ED,ID.
CFT,I=$CPL,L=O.
LDR.
SAVE,DN=FT23,PDN=NAME1,ID=NAME2.
DISPOSE,DN=FT23,SDN=NAME1,ID=NAME2,MF=MS,RT=367,W=PASWRD.
EOF
*ID TRUNC
*/ SET TRUNCATION AND OTHER PARAMETERS
*D HOUGH.24,25

PARAMETER (MMAX=15, NMAX=15, KMAX=30, NLEV=9, NLAT=40, ITYPES=3)
PARAMETER (NCCM=1)

*/ SET SIGMA VALUES AT EVEN LEVELS (L=2,NLEV*2,2)
*/
*D HOUGH.1511,1519
*/

SIGMA(2)= 0.009
SIGMA(4)= 0.025
SIGMA(6)= 0.060
SIGMA(8)= 0.110
SIGMA(10)=0.165
SIGMA(12)=0.245
SIGMA(14)=0.355
SIGMA(16)=0.500
SIGMA(18)=0.664
SIGMA(20)=0.811
SIGMA(22)=0.926
SIGMA(24)=0.991

*/
EOF

Fig. 14.1 A deck for executing the program HOUGH to produce a file of normal modes

for the standard 12-level, R15 version of the CCM1.
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15. Explanation of Program Output

Printed output from the execution of program HOUGH for creation of a file of normal

modes for the standard CCM1 with rhomboidal truncation at zonal wavenumber 15 appears

in Fig. 15.1.

First printed are the set of one-dimensional arrays:

DSIGMA: values of the a-level thicknesses (denoted s in (2.15) or Aa in Williamson, 1983),

ordered from that for the top model data level to the bottom data level;

EDEPTH: the eqivalent depths He for t = 1,..., NLEV, in units of meters;

SEDEPTH: the gravity wave speeds (gHe) , for t = 1,..., NLEV, in units of m/s;

CPMTRX: values of the elements of C (Eq. 8.4), in units of s2 /m 2.

SIGMA: the full and half indexed values of a (1 + 2 x NLEV values), ordered from the

model top to bottom;

TBAR: the a-surface mean temperatures Te, t = 1,..., NLEV, in units of K.

Next, some matrices are printed. Each is presented as a function of I (row number)

and J (column number), with the value for I=1, J=1 appearing in the upper left corner.

All are NLEV x NLEV matrices. The printed matrices are:

TAU: The matrix T;

HYDROS: The product of the hydrostatic matrix B and the gas constant R, in units of

m 2 /(s 2 K), arranged so that the I,J component is the contribution of the temperature

T at the Jth-level to the the geopotential qb at the Ith-level;

HYDROR: The inverse of HYDROS;
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ERRICO UPDATE 1.14 86199
*** MODIFICATION SUMMARY - DECK HOUGH ***

10/08/86 10:43:10
PLDATE 01/24/86 LASTID TRUNC

***** PROCESSING DECK HOUGH

TRUNC DELETE PARAMETER

PARAMETER

INSERT PARAMETER

PARAMETER

TRUNC DELETE

(MMAX-=156,

(NCCM=1)

(MWAX=15,

(NCCM=1)

NMAX=16, KMAX=30, NLEV=9, NLAT=40, ITYPES=3)

NMAX=16, KMAX=30, NLEV=12, NLAT=40, ITYPES=3)

SIGMA(2)= 0.009

SIGMA(4)= 0.074

SIGMA(6)= 0.189

SIGMA(8)= 0.336

SIGMA (10)=o. 600

SIGMA(12)=0.664

SIGMA(14)=0.811

SIGMA(16)=0.926

SIGMA(18)=0.991

INSERT SIGMA(2)= 0.009

SIGMA(4)= 0.026

SIGMA(6)= 0.060

SIGMA(8)= 0.110

SIGMA(10)=0.166

SIGMA(12)=0 .245

SIGMA(14)=0.-366

SIGMA (16)=0 .600

SIGMA(18)=0.664

SIGMA(20)=0 .811

SIGMA(22)=0.926

SIGMA(24)=0.991

*** IDENTIFIERS IN PROGRAM LIBRARY VECTRS, WITH CHANGES PLDATE 01/24/86 LASTID TRUNC

*HOUGH *TESTV *COV TRUNC

*** 3 DECKS 0 COMMON DECKS 1 CORRECTION SET IDENTIFIERS

Fig.15.1a Sample output from execution of the program HOUGH, as prescribed by the deck in Fig. 14.1:
Output regarding UPDATE instructions.
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HOUGH.24

HOUGH.26

TRUNC. I

TRUNC.2

HOUGH. 1611

HOUGH. 1612

HOUGH. 1613

HOUGH. 1614

HOUGH. 1616

HOUGH. 1616

HOUGH. 1617

HOUGH. 1618

HOUGH. 1619

TRUNC.31

TRUNC.32

TRUNC .33

TRUNC.34

TRUNC.36

TRUNC.36

TRUNC.37

TRUNC.38

TRUNC.39

TRUNC.40

TRUNC.41

TRUNC.42



DSIGMA

0.0170 0.0266 0.0426 0.0526 0.0676 0.0960 0.1276 0.1646 0.1666 0.1310 0.0900 0.0416

EDEPTH

9689.086 3169.961 806.464 281.084 131.862 70.022 30.511 14.237 6.980 2.701 1.068 0.334

SEDPTH

308.146 176.264 88.901 52.485 36.948 26.196 17.292 11.812 8.270 5.145 3.220 1.810

CPMTRX

-5.1E-09 2.0E-08 -65.8E-08 1.5E-07 -2.6E-07 4.1E-07 -6.1E-07 9.OE-07 -1.4E-06 2.4E-06 -4.7E-06 1.SE-06

SIGMA

0.0000 0.0090 0.0170 0.0260 0.0425 0.0600 0.0850 0.1100 0.1375 0.1660 0.2050 0.2450

0.3000 0.36550 0.4276 0.6000 0.6820 0.6640 0.7376 0.8110 0.8685 0.9260 0.9686 0.9910

1.0000

TBAR

218.160 218.150 218.160 218.150 218.160 219.906 236.994 261.896 265.873 276.191 283.262 286.934

Fig.15.1b Sample output from execution of the program HOUGH, as prescribed by the deck in Fig. 14.1:
Output regarding 1-dimensional arrays.
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TAU 2 3 4 6 6 7 9 10 118 9 1 0 11 ~~~~~~12
9224.1

9224.1

9224.1

9224.1

8648.1

7208.2

6468.8

6083.0

6837.1

6694.4

6612.4

6674.0

9863.6 12260.3 14006.1

9863.6 12260.3 14006.1

9863.6 12260.3 14006.1

9863.6 12260.3 14006.1

9848.8 12230.6 13982.1

9630.8 12078.0 13797.4

9090.2 11981.0 13911.6

8661.3 11490.1 13746.4

8216.2 11026.7 13360.6

8014.4 10766.1 13033.9

7899.0 10601.2 12846.2

7844.8 10628.6 12768.2

HTDROS 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8
1 146.6274 272.2747 212.6399 146.1860 114.9276 109.9611 102.3800 89.8671
2 0.0000 126.6473 212.6399 146.1860 114.9276 109.9611 102.3800 89.8671
3 0.0000 0.0000 86.9926 146.1860 114.9276 109.9611 102.3800 89.8671

0.0000 68.1924 114.9276 109.9611 102.3800

66.7363 109.9611 102.3800

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

6

0.0348

-0.0348

0.0348

-0.0348

0.0176

0. 0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

63.2268 102.3800

0.0000 49.1642

0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000

6

-0.0364

0.0364

-0.0364

0.0364

-0.0364

0.0188

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

7

0.0391

-0.0391

0.0301

-0.0391

0.0391

-0.0391

0.0203

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

89.8671

89.8671

89.8671

89.8671

40.7129

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

8

-0.0449

0.0449

-0.0449

0.0449

-0.0449

0.0449

-0.0449

0.0246

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

13643.4 11137.0 7642.9 3464.6
13543.4 11137.0 7642.9 3464.6
13643.4 11137.0 7642.90 3464.6
13643.4 11137.0 7642.9 3464.6
13619.3 11116.7 7628.90 3448.1
13333.3 10960.0 7421.3 3398.6
13448.2 11066.8 7487.8 3429.1

13440.1 11060.0 7483.1 3427.0
13338.6 11047.8 7481.6 3426.3
13118.3 10999.6 7481.90 3426.4
12929.3 10892.2 7466.4 3426.7

12840.7 10817.6 7431.9 3424.6

9 10 11 12
69.4149 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
69.4149 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
69.4149 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
69.4149 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
69.4149 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
69.4149 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
69.4149 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
69.4149 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
28.7020 47.7336 28.7681 12.3316
0.0000 19.0316 28.7681 12.3316
0.0000 0.0000 9.7364 12.3316
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2.6961

9 10 11 12
0.0694 -0.0874 0.1663 -0.4881

-0.0694 0.0874 -0.1663 0.4881
0.0694 -0.0874 0.1663 -0.4881

-0.0694 0.0874 -0.1663 0.4881

0.0694 -0.0874 0.1663 -0.4881
-0.0694 0.0874 -0.1663 0.4881

0.0694 -0.0874 0.1663 -0.4881
-0.0694 0.0874 -0.1663 0.4881

0.0348 -0.0874 0.1663 -0.4881

0.0000 0.0626 -0.1663 0.4881

0.0000 0.0000 0.1027 -0.4881

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3863

Fig.15.1c Sample output from execution of the program HOUGH, as prescribed by the deck in Fig. 14.1:
Output regarding 2-dimensional matrices.
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1

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

23490.8

13046.8

6776.4

3282.6

2333.3

1816.4

1626.7

1632.0

1470.1

1434.1

1413.6

1403.8

19670.2

16671.1

8664.6

4923.8

3600.0

2723.1

2440.0

2298.0

2206.1

2161.2

2120.2

2106.7

14441.0

14441.0

12068.4

8206.4

6833.4

4638.6

4066.7

3830.0

3676.2

3686.4

3633.7

3609.6

10137.3

10137.3

10137.3

9038.6

7206.9

6606.4

6023.6

4731.2

4640.0

4429.0

4366.2

4335.3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

2

-0.0148

0.0080

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

3

0.0196

-0.0196

0.0116

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

4

-0.0287

0.0287

-0.0287

0.0172

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

HYDROR 1

1 0.0068

2 0.0000

3 0.0000

4 0.0000

6 0.0000

6 0.0000

7 0.0000

8 0.0000

9 0.0000

10 0.0000

11 0.0000

12 0.0000



2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
-2.6996 -1.4889

2.9698 2.6761

1.28965 -0.9913

-1.6614 -1.4106

-1.8271 0.4361

-0.9726 1.6047

-0.2663 1.1669

0.2006 0.2776

0.4770 -0.4638

0.6923 -0.8164

0.6269 -0.9392

0.6316 -0.9616

-1.1631

2.4224

-2.1616

0.3942

1.7213

-0.1684

-1.1998

-0.7676

0.0807

0.6218

0.8333

0.8763

0.3278 -0.2264

-0.7738 0.6638

1.0216 -0.8634

-1.1181 1.3482

0.0784 -1.0124

1.6608 -0.6104

-0.0796 1.4282

-1.4647 -0.3167

-0.7263 -1.3479

0.6170 -0.1042

1.1798 1.1382

1.3367 1.6042

0.1137 -0.0627

-0.2900 0.1364

0.4738 -0.2314

-0.8633 0.4622

0.9281 -0.6914

-0.8267 1.0632

-0.0713 -1.0887

1.2491 0.3820
-1.1603 0.6866

-0.9978 -1.7076

1.0474 0.2726

1.9032 2.3029

4 6
0.0611 0.0711

0.0083 -0.0163

-0.1060 -0.0613

-0.0866 -0.1283

-0 .0868 0.0367

0.0246 0.1339

-0.1030 0.0116

0.1432 -0.1363

-0.1134 0.1633

0.0771 -0.1243

-0.0486 0.0836

0.0169 -0.0282

4 6

-0.0008 0.0008

0.0020 -0.0022

-0.0034 0.0038

0.0061 -0.0078

-0.0063 0.0098

0.0079 -0.0142

-0.0083 0.0148

0.0063 -0.0113

-0.0068 0.0103

0.0068 -0.0104

-0.0060 0.0107

0.0060 -0.0089

6

0.0916

-0.0437

0.0016

-0.0686

0.1386

-0.0424

0.1643

-0.0170

-0.1200

0.1667

-0.1196

0.0426

6

-0.0007

0.0019

-0.0034

0.0069

-0.0100

0.0203

-0.0229

0.0176

-0.0160

0.0161

-0.0165

0.0138

7 8

0.1192 0.1402

-0.06390 -0.0802

0.0314 0.0697

-0.0276 0.0293

0.1284 0.0361

-0.1181 -0.0860

-0.0164 -0.1922

0.1491 -0.0417

-0.0063 0.1674

-0.1460 0.0696

0.1617 -0.1666

9

0.1376

-0.0812

0.0707

0.0669

-0.0618

0.0106

-0.0887

-0.1616

-0.1386

0.0843

0.1679

-0.0604 0.0826 -0.1163

7 8 9

0.0006 -0.0006 0.0004

-0.0016 0.0013 -0.0011

0.0028 -0.0023 0.0019

-0.0068 0.0048 -0.0039

0.0086 -0.0069 0.0067

-0.0213 0.0174 -0.0144

0.0296 -0.0284 0.0236

-0.0261 0.0333 -0.0327

0.0239 -0.0366 0.0478

-0.0240 0.0367 -0.0673

0.0246 -0.0367 0.0688

-0.0206 0.0306 -0.0490

Fig.15.ld Sample output from execution of the program HOUGH, as prescribed by the deck in Fig. 14.1:
Output regarding 2-dimensional matrices.
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1

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

1.9313

1.6494

1.3478

1.1639

1.0660

0.9670

0.9346

0.9070

0.8841

0.8679

0.8672

0.8617

6.3389

3.1398

1.1077

0.1677

-0.2361

-0.4293

-0.6039

-0.6232

-0.6272

-0.6243

-0.6200

-0.6171

3.8420

-0.8201

-2.7978

-1.9796

-0.9211

-0.1178

0.2488

0.4010

0.4765

0.6024

0.6076

0.6065

0.0265

-0.0689

0.1186

-0.2390

0.3338

-0.7418

1.0377

-1.0611

1.1032

-0.7689

-0.9943

2.6679

-0.0072

0.0188

-0.0326

0.0664

-0.0966

0.2296

-0.3660

0.4619

-0.6968

1.1922

-2.1619

2.6223

VERTMR I

1 0.0328

2 0.0908

3 0.0660

4 -0.0466

6 -0.0297

6 -0.0234

7 0.0098

8 -0.0078

9 0.0049

10 -0.0029

11 0.0017

12 -0.0006

TAUR 1

1 0.0002

2 -0.0003

3 0.0002

4 -0.0002

6 0.0002

6 -0.0003

7 0.0003

8 -0.0002

9 0.0002

10 -0.0002

11 0.0002

12 -0.0002

2

0.0420

0.0801

-0.0211

0.0797

0.0770

0.0731

-0.0346

0.0291

-0.0187

0.0113

-0.0068

0.0022

2

-0.0004

0.0009

-0.0009

0.0010

-0.0009

0.0011

-0.0011

0.0009

-0.0008

0.0008

-0 .0008

0.0007

3

0.0673

0.0471

-0.1201

0.0678

-0.0494

-0.1087

0.0762

-0.0742

0.0610

-0.0319

0.0196

-0.0063

3

0.0006

-0.0014

0.0021

-0.0028

0.0026

-0.0031

0.0033

-0.0026

0.0023

-0.0023

0.0023

-0.0020

10

0.1138

-0.0680

0.0626

0.0693

-0.0918

0.0699

0.0676

-0.0080

-0.0968

-0.1774

-0.0864

0.1670

10

-0.0003

0.0009

-0.0016

0.0031

-0.0046

0.0113

-0.0186

0.0267

-0.0464

0.0764

-0.0983

0.0820

11

0.0773

-0.0463

0.0434

0.0603

-0.0726

0.0648

0.0864

0.0721

0.0681

0.0223

-0.0761

-0.1880

11

0.0002

-0.0006

0.0010

-0.0021

0.0031

-0.0077

0.0126

-0.0173

0.0306

-0.0661

0.1336

-0.1680

12

0.0364

-0.0212

0.0200

0.0234

-0.0342

0.0286

0.0448

0.0437

0.0670

0.0737

0.0865

0.1003

12

-0.0001

0.0002

-0.0004

0.0009

-0.0013

0.0031

-0.0060

-0.0067

-0.0117

0.0246

-0.0722

0.1072

VERTMD I



VERTMD: The matrix whose columns are the vertical modes, such that for each I,J, the

printed value is the normalized amplitude of the Jth-mode at the Ith-level;

VERTMR: The inverse of VERTMR;

TAUR: The inverse of TAU.

After the information regarding the vertical mode problem has been printed, NLEV

lines are printed. Each indicates that the eigenvalue problems for all zonal wavenumbers

for the indicated value of L = £ have been solved and output appropriately (Section 12.1).

Values of several physical constants which have been either set as parameters or

derived, are then printed. These include:

RGAS: The gas constant R(= 287.04), in units of m 2 /(s 2 K);

CPGAS: The specific heat of air at constant pressure Cp(= 1005.), in units of m 2 /(s 2 K);

XKAPPA: The ratio i = R/Cp, derived from RGAS and CPGAS;

GRAV: The acceleration of gravity g(=9.8), in units of m/s 2;

EARTHR: The radius a of the Earth(= 6.37 x 106), in units of m;

OMEGA: The angular rotation rate [ of the Earth(= 7.29 x 10- 5, or 27r/1 day), in

units of 1/s;

TSCALE: The time scale 1/(21f), in units of s;

USCALE: The velocity scale U = 2fa, in units of m/s.

The values set as parameters are indicated in parenthesis above.

These values are followed by values of the truncation parameters, as set by the user.

These parameters have been described in Section 14.
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ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX Ls 1
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX La 2
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX La 3

ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX Lu 4
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR Eq. DEPTH INDEX La 6
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX L= 6
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX L= 7
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX L= 8
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX L= 9
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX Lt 10
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX La 11
ALL SPECTRAL VECTORS COMPUTED FOR EQ. DEPTH INDEX Ls 12

FILE LABLE IS: NORMAL MODES FOR CCM VERSION 1

DIMENSIONAL CONSTANT LIST FOLLOWS

RGAS · 287.04000 CPGAS =1005.00000 XKPPAuRGAS/CPGAS · 0.28661 GRAV * 9.80000
EARTHR - 6.37000E+06 OMEGA a 7.29000E-05 TSCALE a 68687.106624 USCALE a 9287.460000

NLEV · 12 MMAX a 15 NMAX a 16 KMAX = 30 NLAT = 40 ISYMPT * -1 NMODES a 266 ITYPES a 3

ALL THREE RECORDS OF HEADER OUTPUT

FREQUENCIES OUTPUT

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE I

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 3

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 6
EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 7

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 9

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 11

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 13

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 16

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 17

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 19

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 21

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 23

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 25

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 27
EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 29

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 31

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 33

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 356

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 37

EIGENVECTORS OUTPUT FOR LATITUDE 39

PROGRAM EXECUTED SUCCESSFULLY 0 WARNING MESSAGES PRINTED ABOVE

Fig.l5.le Sample output from execution of the program HOUGH, as prescribed by the deck in Fig. 14.1:
Output regarding horizontal mode problem.
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10:43:01 0.0004 CSP **********************************************************************

10:43:01 0.0006 CSP * *

10:43:01 0.0005 CSP * CRAY-1 SERIAL 14 (CA) HAS HAD ITS FINAL POWER DOWN *
10:43:01 0.0006 CSP * *

10:43:01 0.0007 CSP **********************************************************************

10:43:01 0.0010 CSP CRAY-1A SERIAL 3 (C1) NCAR - BOULDER, COLORADO 10/08/86
10:43:01 0.0011 CSP

10:43:01 0.0012 CSP CRAY OPERATING SYSTEM C0811436 ASSEMBLY DATE 10/02/86
10:43:01 0.0013 CSP

10:43:01 0.0013 CSP

10:43:01 0.0016 CSP JOB,JN=ERRICO ,US=646705010049,T=20,OLM=200,CL=EXP.

10:43:09 0.0185 USER AC143 - GAUS ALLOCATED = 600.0000
10:43:09 0.0186 USER AC144 - GAUS USED = 1.0423 UPDATED 10/06/86
10:43:09 0.0191 CSP DISPOSE,DN-$OUT,DEFER, MFIO,DC-ST,TEXT-'FLNM-CREATE,FLTYUVECTRS2'.
10:43:09 0.0197 EXP *. ACQUIRE VECTOR PROGRAM.

10:43:09 0.0204 CSP ACQUIRE,DN=VECTRS,PDN=VECTRS,MF=MS,ID=CCMINIT,TEXTw'USER'RMERRICO'.

10:43:09 0.0205 PDM PDOOO - PDN w VECTRS ID a CCMINIT ED - 1 OWN * 816743210080
10:43:09 0.0205 PDM PDOOO - ACCESS COMPLETE

10:43:09 0.0226 CSP UPDATE,P-VECTRS,Q"HOUGH,ED,ID.

10:43:10 0.02456 USER UD001 - PL: VECTRS PL DATE: 01/24/86 LAST ID: COMPV
10:43:17 0.2869 CSP CFT,Im$CPL,Ls0.

10:43:17 0.2877 USER CFOOO - CFT VERSION - 03/19/86 1.14 BUGFIX 4+T13616AA (860114)
10:43:20 2.4612 USER CFOO1 - COMPILE TIME 2.1635 SECONDS
10:43:20 2.4613 USER CF002 - 1711 LINES, 1036 STATEMENTS
10:43:20 2.4614 USER CF003 - 60664 WORDS, 10448 I/O BUFFERS USED
10:43:20 2.4632 CSP LDR.

10:44:12 3.0661 USER LDOOO - BEGIN EXECUTION

10:44:52 13.1816 USER UT010 - STOP IN HOUGH
10:44:62 13.1817 EXP *.SAVE,DN-FT23,PDN-filename.

10:44:62 13.1817 EXP *.DISPOSE,DN=FT23,MF=MS,WVpassword,RTw367,

10:44:62 13.1817 EXP *. TEXT='FLNM''/filenum*'','

10:44:62 13.1817 EXP *. 'CONENT'-"co-nnnt description of file'".
10:44:62 13.1818 CSP EXIT.

10:44:62 13.1820 CSP END OF JOB

10:44:62 13.1820 CSP

Fig.l5.lf Sample output from execution of the program HOUGH, as prescribed by the deck in Fig. 14.1:
Output regarding log file output by CRAY-1 at NCAR.
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CSP

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

USER

JOB NAME - SI08046

USER NUMBER - 646706010049
TIME EXECUTING IN CPU - 0000:00:13.1829
TIME WAITING TO EXECUTE - 0000:01:20.9772
TIME WAITING FOR I/O - 0000:00:18.1493
TIME WAITING IN INPUT QUEUE - 0000:00:00.0001
MEMORY * CPU TIME (MWDS*SEC) - 1.08107
MEMORY * I/O WAIT TIME (MWDS*SEC) - 1.49940
MINIMUM JOB SIZE (WORDS) - 32266
MAXIMUM JOB SIZE (WORDS) - 162064
MINIMUM FL (WORDS) - 28672
MAXIMUM FL (WORDS) - 147968
MINIMUM JTA (WORDS) - 3684
MAXIMUM JTA (WORDS) - 4096
MAXIMUM OPEN DISK SECTORS - 40039
DISK SECTORS MOVED - 11763
USER I/O REQUESTS - 606
OPEN CALLS - 32

CLOSE CALLS - 27

MEMORY RESIDENT DATASETS - 0
TEMPORARY DATASET SECTORS USED - 2
PERMANENT DATASET SECTORS ACCESSED - 171
PERMANENT DATASET SECTORS SAVED - 0
SECTORS RECEIVED FROM FRONT END - 0
SECTORS QUEUED TO FRONT END - 0
GAUS USED (EXCL. TBM/TAPE) - 0.00964

THE ABOVE IS RATE FOR CLASS EXP2

Fig.15.1g Sample output from execution of the program HOUGH, as prescribed by the deck in Fig. 14.1:
Output regarding log file output by CRAY-1 at NCAR.
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The last set of printed output indicates that the file of normal modes (Section 12.2)

has been successfully written. First is an indication that the header has been written.

Next is an indication that the frequencies (eigenvalues) a have been written. Then a line

is printed for each northern hemisphere latitude (these are the odd numbered latitudes),

indicating that the normal modes evaluated at that latitude have been written. There

should be NLAT/2 such lines.

The printout concludes with a line which states that the program execution has been

successful. This simply means that the stop in the main program has been reached. If the

number of printed warning messages is indicated as nonzero, then the user should inspect

the output for warning messages described in Section 13.

The execution costs of the program HOUGH for several different parameter specifi-

cations are presented in Table 15.1. The letters R and T in column 1 indicate rhomboidal

and triangular truncations, respectively (see Section 11.1 for their relations to the pro-

gram truncation parameters). The costs are indicated in terms of central processing time

(CPU), I/O waiting time, and memory requirements (kilowords), all evaluated for the

CRAY-1 computer.

Horizontal Numbers of Numbers of CPU I/O-wait Memory
Truncation levels latitudes time(s) time(s) K words

R15 9 40 11. 60. 145.
R15 12 40 13. 58. 151.
R15 26 40 25. 103. 191.
R30 12 80 82. 282. 243.
T21 12 32 13. 51. 156.
T42 12 64 85. 274. 258.

Table 15.1. The execution cost of the program HOUGH for various resolutions.
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Part 4. DEMONSTRATION OF SOFTWARE

In this part, the solution for the example presented in Sections 14 and 15 is discussed

in greater detail. This part is intended as a reference regarding the structures of the vertical

modes of the standard CCM1 (Section 16) and as a demonstration of the correctness of

the results (Section 17). Values of all parameters are as described in Sections 14-15.

16. Description of the Vertical Modes of the CCM1

In the standard CCM1, values of u, v, and T are specified at the v-levels shown in

Table 16.1. At each of these levels, the program HOUGH assigns the standard atmospheric

values of T presented in Table 16.1 also. Given the vertically discrete formulation of the

hydrostatic, thermodynamic, and pressure tendency equations in the CCM1, the program

HOUGH determines the equivalent depths and vertical mode structures for these values of

a and T. The twelve equivalent depths are presented in Table 16.1, ordered from largest

to smallest value. Notice that these values range from nearly 10 km for the external mode

(mode 1) to less than 1 meter for the shallowest mode (mode 12). All the values appearing

in Table 16.1 have been read from the program output appearing in Fig. 15.1.

The twelve vertical modes of the standard CCM1 are presented in Fig 16.1. Mode 1

is nearly barotropic. Modes 2-3 are nearly barotropic in the troposphere, but above a = .2

they have more varying stuctures. Modes 4-9 have much fine structure in the stratosphere.

The structures of modes 10-12 have their greatest amplitudes in the lowest model levels.

Each structure has been normalized such that the mass-weighted sum of the squared values

at each model level is equal to 1 (see Eq. 3.2). Therefore, the structures indicate nothing

regarding the comparative amplitudes of data projected onto each mode.
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t a T(K) H(m)

1 .009 218.15 9689.09

2 .025 218.15 3169.95

3 .060 218.15 806.46

4 .110 218.15 281.08

5 .165 218.15 131.86

6 .245 219.90 70.02

7 .355 235.99 30.51

8 .500 251.89 14.24

9 .664 265.87 6.98

10 .811 276.19 2.70

11 .926 283.25 1.06

12 .991 286.93 0.33

Table 16.1. Values of a for data levels, standard atmospheric values of T at those levels,

and the set of equivalent depths H, determined for the standard CCM1. Note that £ is a

ar-level index for ar and T, but refers to the ordering of the vertical modes in the case of

H.
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VERTICAL MODES FOR
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Fig. 16.1 The vertical modes of the standard 12-level CCM1.
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17. Description of some Horizontal Structures

For the standard R15, 12-level CCM1, there are a total of 9216 normal modes.

Therefore, it is not appropriate to present the horizontal structure functions of all the

modes here. However, a small set of modes is presented in Figs. 17.1-2. Both figures are

for the external mode (L = 1) described in Section 16. These modes have been produced

using the physical constants described in Section 15. The figures show the meridional

structures of u, iv, , and p, rendered dimensionlesss as described in (7.11-13).

These figures may be compared with figures presented by Kasahara (1976, 1978),

although he used slightly different values for the physical constants and truncation pa-

rameters, and his equivalent depth is 10 km. Those differences affect the results slightly,

although such effects are not discernable from comparision of the figures. If the spectral

portion of HOUGH is executed with values of all relevant parameters (including equivalent

depths) identical to those used by Kasahara, then identical results are obtained (within

round-off error). Kasahara's notation is different than that used here. In particular: his e

is the index for ordering the modes, equal to N - 1 here; his a is a dimensionless frequency,

equal to 47rW/86400 here, where W denotes the (dimensional) frequency a in units of s 1 ;

and his S is the zonal wavenumber m denoted by MO here.

Six modes are presented in Fig. 17.1. These are zonally symmetric modes (zonal

wavenumber m = 0). Only two of each type of mode (WG for westward gravitational, EG

for eastward gravitational, and RT for rotational) are presented. For both WG and EG

modes, N=2 and N=3 denote the largest-scale antisymmetric and symmetric modes, re-

spectively. For RT modes, the symmetry association is reversed. This reversal is analogous

to the reversal in symmetry between u or v when computed from a spherical harmonic of

or X (See Sections 4.3 or 12.2 for further discussion of this ordering). For R15 trun-

cation, the N=2 and 3, m = 0 modes are also denoted by values of INDEX1 equal to 17

and 33, respectively (see Section 11.2). Note that the u and p structures are identical for

corresponding EG and WG modes, while their frequencies and v structures have opposite

signs, as discussed in Section 6. The RT structures appear to be geostrophic, in that
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v = 0 and the u structures are related to the gradients of the ep structures, as they should

(Section 6). Note that the N=1, M0=0 modes have not been presented since their fields

are constants (See Sections 6 or 12.2). The modes in Fig. 17.1 may be compared with

corresponding modes in Figs. 1-2 of Kasahara (1978). Note that the structures of all fields

for the WG modes have opposite signs than those presented here (these signs depend on

the normalization (Section 5) and are arbitrary).

Six modes are presented in Fig. 17.2. These are modes for zonal wavenumber m = 1.

Only two of each type of mode are presented. For both WG and EG modes, N=1 and N=2

denote the largest-scale symmetric and antisymmetric modes, respectively. For RT modes,

the symmetry association is reversed. The N=1 EG mode is also called the Kelvin mode,

and the N=1 RT mode is also called the mixed Rossby-gravity mode. For R15 truncation,

these N=1 and 2, m = 1 modes are also denoted by values of INDEXi equal to 2 and 18,

respectively. The modes in Fig. 17.2 may be compared with corresponding modes in Figs.

4-5 of Kasahara (1976). Note that the structures of all fields for the N=2 WG and EG

modes have opposite signs than those presented here.
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WG MODE N= 2 MO= 0 L= 1 W= -9.0715E-05 WG MODE N= 3 MO= 0 L= 1 W= -1.978E-04
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Fig. 17.1 The structures of selected m=O normal modes.
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Fig. 17.2 The structures of selected m=l normal modes.
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APPENDIX 1.: List of Mathematical Symbols

In this appendix, the mathematical symbols which appear in Part 1 of this report

are described. Numbers in brackets indicate the section where the symbol is first used or

defined.

a: earth's radius [2.1].

am: matrix component in normal-mode problem [4.2].

an: same as am, but with m understood and n here equal ton - m [4.3].

A m: scaled spherical harmonic component of t [4.2].

An: same as A m , but with m understood and n here equal to n- m [4.3].

A: thermodynamic matrix relating 6 to OT'l/t [2.2].

A (subscript) denotes antisymmetric components [4.3].

b6: matrix component in normal-mode problem [4.2].

bn' same as b6, but with m understood and n here equal to n- m [4.3].

B n: scaled spherical harmonic component of X [4.2].

Bn: same as B m , but with m understood and n here equal to n- m [4.3].

B: hydrostatic matrix relating T 1 to qY [2.2].

cj: amplitude (coefficient) of normal mode [5].

c m: matrix component in normal-mode problem [4.2].

cn: same as cn, but with m understood and n here equal to n- m [4.3].

Cm: scaled spherical harmonic component of p [4.2].
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Cn: same as Cm, but with m understood and n here equal to n- m [4.3].

Cp: specific heat of air at constant pressure [2.1].

C: a vector relating p to Inp [8].

en: a scaling coefficient for spectral components of b and X [4.2].

Ee: total kinetic plus available potential energies per unit mass for shallow water

problem [4.1].

E: total kinetic plus available potential energies per unit mass [2.3].

E (superscript) denotes eastward gravitational mode [6].

f: a general function of latitude [7].

fn: a scaling coefficient for spectral components of 'p [4.2].

g: acceleration by gravity [2.1].

He: an equivalent depth for vertical mode e [3].

Hn: derivative of Pa [7].

H: a diagonal matrix whose components are the Ht [3].

i: either an index, or VC~ [4.2].

j: an index, usually used to denote a normal mode [5].

k: an index, usually used to denote a vertical level or mode [3].

e: an index used to denote a vertical mode [3].

m: zonal wavenumber [4.2].

Ms: matrix describing normal-mode problem for symmetric modes [4.3].
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MA: matrix describing normal-mode problem for antisymmetric modes [4.3].

n: the degree plus m of a Legendre polynomial [4.2].

pa: surface pressure [2.1].

p: the uniform value of pa for the basic state [2.1].

Pr: associated Legendre polynomial of order m and degree n - m [4.2].

r: a normalization factor [5].

R: gas constant [2.1].

Si: thickness Au of ith a-layer [2.2].

s: a vector of values of si [2.2].

S: a diagonal matrix with elements Si [2.3].

S (subscript) denotes symmetric components [4.3].

t: time [2.1].

T: temperature [2.1].

T: a a-level uniform temperature of basic state [2.1].

T': a perturbation of T from T [2.1].

T: vector of T values on a-levels [2.2].

T': vector of T' values on a-levels [2.2].

u: northward component of wind velocity [7].

u': dimensionless form of u [7].
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v: eastward component of wind velocity [7].

v': dimensionless form of v [7].

vj: a normal-mode (eigenvector) in terms of scaled spherical harmonics [5].

wk: weight for Gaussian quadrature [7].

W (superscript) denotes westward gravitational modes [6].

x: a vector of scaled spherical harmonic coefficients [4.3].

zij: ith component of the jth vertical mode [3].

zj: a vertical mode (eigenvector) [3].

Z: matrix whose columns are vertical modes [3].

a: frequency of normal mode [5].

6: divergence of wind on a-surface [2.1].

6: vector of vertical-mode coefficients of 6 [3].

6: vector of 6 values on a-levels [2.2].

Kc: ratio of R to Cp [2.1].

A: longitude [2.1].

/i: sine of latitude [2.1].

o: vertical coordinate [2.1].

v: derivative of a with respect to time [2.1].

T: matrix relating 6 to p tendency [2.2].
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18:' geopotential of surface [2.1].

~': perturbation hydrostatic geopotential [2.11.

p: perturbation pseudo-geopotential [2.1].

p: vector of vertical-mode coefficients of p [3].

p: vector of 5p values on a-levels 12.2].

~O: coefficient of spectral component of p in description of mode [7].

X: velocity potential [2.1].

X: vector of vertical mode coefficients of X [2.2].

Xn: coefficient of spectral component of X in description of mode [7].

t: stream function [2.1].

t: vector of vertical mode coefficients of / [2.2].

m: coefficient of spectral component of , in description of mode [7 j.

w: derivative of pressure with respect to time [2.1].

Mf: angular rotation rate of earth [2.2].

V 2: Laplace operator on sphere [2.1].
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APPENDIX 2: List of Subroutines

In this appendix, all subroutines directly referenced by the program Hough are listed.

Numbers in brackets refer to sections in this report where the subroutine is discussed.

BSSLZR: initializes values for subroutine GAUAW [see GAUAW].

CHECKE: checks accuracy of solution to eigenvalue problem [13.2].

CHECKI: checks accuracy of solution to matrix inversion [13.2].

CHECKO: checks accuracy of orthogonality condition [13.2].

COPYV: copies a 1-dimensional array into another.

GOMODE: redefines eastward gravitational modes in terms of westward gravitational

modes for zonal wave-number 0 [6, 10.3].

GAUAW: determines Gaussian latitudes and weights for given number of latitudes

[7, 10.4].

HYDROM: determines hydrostatic matrix B (HYDROS) for given version of CCM

[10.2].

INDEXA: determines values of INDEXi array for ordering of modes [11.2].

INNERP: computes inner product of two vectors, called by ORTHOV.

INSPEC: decodes record of eigensolutions in spectral space after input [12.1].

INVMTX: NCAR library routine for inverting a matrix [10.2].

MATRIC: determines matrix for spectral eigenvalue problem [4.3, 10.3].

MTRA: determines arrays which describe spectral truncation [11.1].

MULTM: computes product of 2 matrices.
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NORMAL: normalizes a set of eigenvectors [3, 5, 10.2, 10.3].

NSNSNS: reorders Gaussian latitudes and weights [10.4, 12.2].

ORDERV: orders gridded normal modes for output [11.3].

ORDERW: orders a set of eigenvectors and eigenvalues based on algebraic values of

eigenvalues [10.2, 10.3].

ORTHOV: orthogonalizes a set of vectors [6, 10.3].

OUTSPC: encodes a record of eigenvalue solutions before output [12.1].

OUTVCT: writes record to specified Fortran unit [10.5, 10.6].

PHCS: computes Legendre polynomials and their derivatives for one latitude [10.6].

PRINTM: prints a matrix on $OUT [15].

PRINTV: prints a vector on $OUT [15].

PROJCT: projects a vector of A n , -i:X, m (for a set of n) onto values of u, iv,

and p at given latitude [7, 10.6].

ROMODE: redefines the zonally-symmetric rotational modes [6, 10.3].

RESCAL: computes n , -iX, n from A n, Bn, Cn [7, 10.3].

RG: NCAR library routine for solving eigenvalue problem for real general matrix

[10.2].

RS: NCAR library routine for solving eigenvalue problem for real symmetric matrix

[10.3].

SCALEV: nondimensionalizes u, v, p [7, 10.6, 12.2].

SETC: sets all values of an array equal to a single constant.
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SETCPM: computes the vector C [8, 10.2].

SETSIG: specifies the values of a on data levels [14].

SETTAU: determines the matrix T [2.2, 10.2].

SETTBR: sets values of T [10.2, Appendix 1].

THERMM: determines thermodynamic matrix A (THERMO) for given version of

CCM [10.2].

UNIT: function for check of BUFFER I/O operations [13.1].
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APPENDIX 3.: List of Variable Names

In this appendix, variable names in the program Hough are described. Only variables

used in the main program are described. Numbers in brackets refer to sections in this report

where the variable is discussed. Sections 1-8 refer to the mathematical description of the

variable. Later sectons refer to explanations of its use in the program. All floating point

variables begin with letters A-H or P-Z. Integer variables begin with letters I-0.

AASYM: 2-d matrix MA [4.3, 10.3].

ASYMM: 2-d matrix Ms [4.3, 10.3].

CPGAS: parameter Cp, used to compute Kc [15].

CPMTRX: vector C, used to compute pa from 'p [8].

CTEST: variable used for accuracy testing [13.2].

DET: the determinent computed in subroutine INVMTX (not used by HOUGH).

DSIGMA: vector s whose elements are values of Ao [2.2, 10.2].

EARTHR: parameter a [2.1, 15].

EARTHT: parameter equal to 2nt [2.1, 15].

FLABLE: character string for labeling of ouput file [12.2].

GAULAT: vector of values of 1 (sines of Gaussian latitudes) [7, 10.4].

GAUSWT: vector of Gaussian weights w [7, 10.4].

GLATP2: vector of Gaussian latitudes sin- 1g [7, 10.4].

GRAV: parameter g (acceleration by gravity) [2.1, 15].

HMN: array H. (derivatives of Legendre polynomials) [7, 10.6]
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HYDROR: 2-d matrix B- 1 (inverse of hydrostatic function) [2.2, 10.2, 15].

HYDROS: 2-d matrix B (hydrostatic matrix) [2.2, 10.2, 15].

IDB1: index, used for effective I/O [10.5].

IDB2: index, used for effective I/O [10.5].

IDUM: index, used for effective I/O [10.5].

IER: array used to indicate errors detected by the NCAR library routines (not used

by HOUGH).

INDEX1: 2-d array used to indicate the ordering of the normal modes [11.2].

ISYMPT: variable used to indicate that gridded modes are output for the northern

hemisphere only [10.4].

ITYPES: parameter which specifies which types of modes are output [14].

IUNITC: Fortran unit number for file of modes in spectral form [12.1].

IUNITV: Fortran unit number for file of modes in gridded form [12.2].

KMAX: one of three parameters which specify the spectral truncation [11.1, 14].

L: index t used to specify cr-level or vertical mode index [2.2, 3, 10, 11.3].

LEVEL: Same as L.

LM: index used to specify a particular combination of indices M and L [10.5].

LMMAX: number of pairs of spectral eigenvalue problems determined [10.5].

LTEST: logical variable (not used in HOUGH).

M: index for augmented zonal wave number [11.1].
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MO: zonal wavenumber m [4.2, 11.1].

MID: augmented zonal wavenumber [same as M; see 11.1].

MMAX: one of three parameters which specify the spectral truncation [11.1, 14].

MMAXP1: augmented value of MMAX [11.1, 14].

MTRUNC: vector which describes the spectral truncation [11.1].

N: index for ordering normal modes or determining degrees of Legendre polynomials

[11.1].

NCCM: parameter indicating version of CCM selected [14].

NLAT: parameter equal to number of latitudes K for Gaussian grid [7, 14].

NLEV: parameter equal to number of data a-levels in truncation [2.2, 14].

NM: maximum value of n - m, given m [see 11.1].

NMA: number of normal modes or spectral components for antisymmetric (eigen-

value) problem [4.3, 10.3, 12.1].

NMAX: one of three parameters which specify the spectral truncation [11.1, 14].

NMAXP1: augmented value of NMAX [11.1, 14].

NMODE1: maximum value of NMS or NMA, for dimensioning purposes [12.1].

NMODES: number of normal modes of each type for each equivalent depth [11.2].

NMS: number of normal modes or spectral components for symmetric (eigenvalue)

problem [4.3, 10.3, 12.1].

NSIGS: dimension of array SIGMA [14, 15].
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NSPECTS: number of Legendre polynomials for given parallelogramic truncation

[10.6].

NTRUNC: vector which describes the spectral truncation [11.1].

NVOUT: length of record (words) on Fortran unit IUNITC [12.1].

NVOUT1: pointer into array VINOUT [12.1].

NVOUT2: pointer into array VINOUT [12.1].

NVSIZE: three times the total number of normal modes determined [12.2].

PI180: The ratio 7r/180 used to convert from degrees to radians.

PMN: array of values of P., at some latitude [7, 10.6].

RGAS: the gas constant R [2.1, 15].

RTBAR: vector RT [10.4].

SEDPTH: vector of gravity wave speeds [10.4, 15].

SIGMA: array of values of a at and between data levels [14].

TAU: 2-d matrix T [2.2, 10.2].

TAUR: inverse of matrix T [8, 10.2].

TBAR: vector T [2.2, 10.2].

TBARP2: augmented vector TBAR [10.2].

THERMO: 2-d matrix A [2.2, 10.2].

TSCALE: time scale 47r/lday [4.2, 15].

USCALE: velocity scale 2afl [4.2, 15].
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UVH: array of gridded normal modes for one eigenvalue problem (symmetric or

antisymmetric, for given t and m) [10.6]

VASYM: 2-d matrix of normal modes in spectral form for one antisymmetric problem

[5, 10.3, 10.6, Appendix 5].

VECTSL: array of gridded normal-mode components at a single latitude, or array

of normal-mode frequencies [10.5, 10.6, 12.2].

VERTMD: 2-d matrix Z of vertical modes [3, 10.2, 15, 16].

VERTMR: inverse of Z [3, 10.2, 15].

VINOUT: array used for I/O of Fortran unit IUNITC [12.1].

VSYMM: 2-d matrix of normal modes in spectral form for one symmetric problem

[5, 10.3, 10.6, Appendix 5].

WASYM: array of eigenvalues for one antisymmetric problem [10.3, 12.1].

WEIGHT: vector whose elements all equal 1, used for normalization of eigenvectors.

WORK1: work array used in program step B [10.2].

WORK2: work array used in program step B [10.2].

WORK3: work array used in program step C [10.3].

WORK4: work array used in program step C [10.3].

WORKG: work array used in program step C [10.3].

WASYM: array of eigenvalues for one antisymmetric problem [10.3, 12.1].

XDEPTH: dimensionless equivalent depth [10.3].

XKAPPA: parameter ic [2.1, 15].
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APPENDIX 4.: Determination of T

The basic state temperature (T(c)), about which the model equations have been lin-

earized, is determined in the Program Library HOUGH as that of the standard atmosphere

described by Hess (1959) and implemented by Vickroy (1984). That standard atmosphere

is defined to have a temperature To = 288.15K at a pressure level po = 1013.25 mb. The

tropospheric lapse rate y = .0065K/m. The tropopause is at the height of ZT = 10769m.

Above that height the temperature is height-independent, equal to TT = 218.15K. The

tropospheric temperature, pressure and height are hydrostatically related. The actual

algorithm is:

T(a) = To ( Ip)

except if

To- T(o) > YZT,

then

T() = TT.
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APPENDIX 5.: Structures of the arrays VSYMM and VASYM

As discussed in Section 9, the normal-mode problems are broken into ones for which

the size of each matrix is the smallest. Therefore, problems for each equivalent depth, each

zonal wavenumber, symmetric modes, and antisymmetric modes are considered separately.

As a result of the separation into symmetric (S) and antisymmetric (A) problems, similarly

indexed components of eigenvectors for the S and A problems do not indicate the same

spherical harmonic. The pentagonal form of spherical-harmonic truncation that is permit-

ted in the program HOUGH further complicates the identification of these components.

In this appendix, the identification of the components in the spherical-harmonic

description (i.e., t n , I, Xmc) of the normal modes is explained. This explanation is

the same as that used for the description of the vectors Xs and XA in Section 4.3. The

explanation applies to the columns of the matrices denoted by the arrays VSYMM and

VASYM. It is intended as an aid in deciphering the rather complicated indexing used in

several subroutines (e.g., MATRIC, RESCAL, PROJCT) and in reading the file of normal

modes in spherical-harmonic form as stored on Fortran unit IUNITC (Section 12.1).

For symmetric modes, the eigenvector components are stored as follows:

-Xin ~m ^m+n O Xm+ 2 m Pm+ 2 1 m+ 3 .

The last component is either VIm +NT(m)1 or mr+N.(m)1 if NT(m) is even or odd,

respectively. Notice that every third component refers to the same field (b, X, or p). Each

successive component for the same field is associated with a subscript (i.e., order of the

harmonic) which is incremented by 2 compared with the previous. In the notation used in

HOUGH, m is MO or M-1, and NT(m) is NTRUNC(M). For explanation of the -i factors

before the X components, see Section 4.2.

For antisymmetric modes, the eigenvector components are stored as follows:

m, -reXm+l, m+1 Vm+2 -'Xrn+3s m+3. *.*.

The last component is either + m)- or m (m)if NT(m) is even or odd, re-

spectively. The other comments regarding the symmetric modes in the previous paragraph
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apply here as well.
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